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TALK OF TH E TOWN
Lincoln County fair next week, and
Scottyward turn the turf fans.
Rockland High plays Crosby High
in Belfast this afternoon. Here’s
hopin’.

Lowery skies, which bade fair to ( the first heat in th e 2.18 class, b u t'
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Timely service, like timely — At this time of the year, and espe- i attendance a t Thursday's session of long end of the purse.
gifts. Is doubled In value —George — t cially this year the burdens and re- 1the North Knox Fair, but It is esti
T he 2.12 class furnished an extra
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Miss Faye Hodgkins of this city was
[ friends saw a way to help lift th a t I would have been accounted a big Harvey Meader, and then rolled over ]
elected secretary.
' burden by taking from my shoulders
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the distribution of clothing and plac- crowd only a few years ago.
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American
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Supper served from 5 to 7
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editor.
[ There are worthy poor who prefer
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because
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day. For many years the name of
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2.18 Class, Mixed, purse $300
Helen Corbett, City Matron
this gallant sportsman was on the
—Photo by Pillsbury Studio.
• • • •
Harwah. Henry Clukey,
lips of nearly everybody in Rockland
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Standing, left to right—A. C. Hocking, Maurice Simmons p, Bert Morrlsey 2b, Suinner Archer c, Henry Lowell p, and his gallant attem pts to lift the
The belief th a t the track record
Rockland ...................... 3 1 1 1
Ernest Rawley manager.
America's cup won him friends the
would be lowered when the 2.12 class P eter J. K„ H. C. Buzzeil,
OCTOBER 7
Second row—Basil “Sonny” Dwyer 3b, Kenneth Feyler p and ef, Russell Monaghan scorer, Ivan Simmons rf, John world over.
Belfast ......................... 1 2 4 2
raced was not borne out by facts, al H arry
Davidson lb.
F.,
Simmons
Smalley’s Orchestra
I though th e Houlton Mare Sassy Stable ........................... 2 3 2 4
Third row—Howard Monaghan cf, Cal Smith ss.
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few hundred pairs will be needed be
; ond of the 2.09(4 mark set by Henry
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June 26—St. George 11, Rock fore next January. Yarn is needed
Time, 2.11*4, 2.12*4, 2.12*4, 2.13*4.
The baseball fans of Knox Coun its stride and added another pennant
i of Navarre.
•
*
*
♦
land.
6.
T hom aston
badly. There are a number of friends
ty and contiguous territory will not to its collection.
This race narrowed down to a
The Pulling Matches
June 29—St. George 8, Camden 1. who have promised to knit." Miss
Aside from the well known players
MONDAY, OCTOBER 5 [ thrilling conflict between Sassy Paramount in the eyes of most fail to recognize in the above pic in the above picture are three men July 1—St. George 14, Rockland 1. Corbett advises knitting the wrists
' Marie and Watson B., Jr. The HoulJuly 4—St. George 6, Thomaston 4. long—about four inches. When the
ture the gallant young men who com who deserve a special word. The
wrist is warm the whole hand and
Kirk’s Orchestra
| ton entry took the first two heats, farm ers who attend North Knox
July
4—St. George 9, Thomaston 8. arm generally are.
F air is the drawing by oxen and prised the St. George baseball team first is Ernest Rawley (standing at
and
the
Waldoboro
horse,
which
had
PLEASANT VALLEY
July
13—St.
George
5,
Thomaston
6.
MEN 50c; LADIES 25c
horses, an event always reserved for during the summer just closed. the extreme right) who not only
July 16—St. George 3, Camden 10.
been coming in a good second, cap'
The Maine State Library Book
GRANGE
[ the last day. The results Thursday Three seasons ago this team made managed the team in such a suc
• 119*lt
July 24—St. George 1, Rockland 0. mobile made a brief call in Rockland
tured the next two. Sassy Marie
i were:
cessful financial manner, but who used
July 25—St. Oeorge 8 Camden 19. Thursday, its stopping place being
such a favorable impression in its
won the rubber. It was the fastest
R ockland H ighlands
July 27—St. George 5, Rockland 6. Postoffice square, where it was viewed
his own knowledge of baseball, plus
Oxen
independent games th a t it was ad
: five heat race ever seen on the
July 30—St. George 3. Camden 4.
with interest by many. The Bookmo
keen strategy, in coaching the cham 
FOR SALE
Seven
feet
and
over—J.
A.
Andrews,
Aug. 1—St. George 4, Rockland 5. bile was a gift to the State Library
mitted to the Twilight League,
grounds.
pions.
The
second
is
Alfred
C.
Aug. 6—St. George 8. Camden 15. from the BPW Clubs of Maine.
OAK BARRELS
The 2.22 race went in straight heats Jefferson, 1st; Henry Cunningham, some of the fans who had seen but
Jefferson, 2d; Glidden Bros., 3d;
Aug. 8—St. George 2, Thomaston 4. Rural communities are t . be served
Hocking (standing at the extreme
Nice barrels to use for cider
little of it still being skeptical as to
to Henry Clukey's Peter Simmons, Henry Cunningham, 4th.
AFTERNOON AND EVENING
Aug. 11—St. George 10, Thomas chiefly by the Bookmobile, communi
left) who is a baseball fan de luxe,
Bumheimer Bros.
its
ability
to
make
good
in
that
com
which h it a good clip in all three
3.
Over 6 feet, 8 inches and under 7
ties where there are no library facili
and who managed the Labor Day ton
North Waldoboro, Me.
| heats.
Aug. 13—St. George 7, Rockland 2. ties. It is a project that Is worth
feet—George Wiley, Warren, 1st; pany.
Baby Show
Exhibits
benefit
which
left
the
boys
so
much
119*121
Aug. 19—St. George 7, Camden 5.
while and deserves the cooperation
They were far less skeptical after
Senator Buzzell's Peter J. K. took Glidden Bros., 2d, 3d and 4th.
Aug. 20—St. George 3. Rockland 2. of everyone.
AND SALE IN AFTERNOON
Six feet, eight inches and under— they had seen St. George win the better off in the pocket. The third
Aug. 21—St. George 6, Thomas
George Wiley, 1st; L. F. Burns, 1930 pennant, and th is year they un is Russell Monaghan, who has faith 
2.
Work on The Northeastland, the
Supper
Union, 2d; George Wiley, 3d; Harold
fully and efficiently served as scorer tonAug.
24—St. George 7, Camden 6.
hesitatingly expressed the opinion
$250,000 hotel which is being erected
Butler, Union. 4th.
of the season’s games and whose
Aug. 29—St. George 5, Camden 5.
in Presque Isle, was resumed this
ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE
Bulls, under 6 feet 10 inches— th a t the team which led St. George loyalty to his home team has been
Sept. 3—St. George 0. Rockland 0. week. The announcement has spe
! George Wiley, 1st; O tis Jones, Lib- would win the pennant. Rockland
118-119
Sept. 6—St. George 2. Thomaston 7. cial interest for Rockland in view of
13 P a rk Street, J u s t O pposite P a rk T heatre
I erty, 2d; Lorenzo Linscott, Apple- made a gallant attem pt, and forced. a factor in its inspiration.
Sept. 7—St. George 5, Camden 7. the fact that the heating and plumb
Here
are
the
results
of
the
season's
ton,
3d;
William
G
rad
e,
Warren,
4th.
Sept. 7—St. George 15, Thomas ing contract is held by William T.
Will Open Early Next Week With
• th e Harbor boys to step some, but I
games.
Steers, 2 years old—A. F. Wiley:
ton 7.
Smith, a local contractor, who is
j Cooper's Mills, 1st; D. R. Cummings, after a period of midseason faltering
‘Sept. 12—St. George 7, Camden 5. | sending a large crew there next Mon
June 24—St. George 6. Thomas
GOOD FOOD GOOD COFFEE LOW PRICES
Union, 2d; Albert Miller, Washing Manager Rawley’s team again struck ton 0.
• Exhibition game.
day. The hotel was begun last spring
EAST UNION, ME.
ton, 3d; A. F. Wiley, 4th.
but struck a financial snag, which
E verything will b e done to satisfy your appetite
Steers. 3 vears old—Otis Jones 1st; 1st; Joseph Kimball, 2d; Byron Rob
has since been happily eliminated,
OPEN UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
T H E H ITC H H IK E R
B R IG H T A N D D O HL
A. F. Wiley, 2d; J. E. Wheelan. bins, 3d; A. T. Berry. 4th.
j and matters are again on a sound
(20 minute wait)
Whitefield, 3d; D. R. Cummings. 4th.
PA R K E R ST1M PSO N
basis. Mr. Smith won this important
The judges w’ere F. L. Miller of
T he bull which pulled the weight I Warren. Levi Keizer of Rockland, T alented Y oung W om en T o O ld Tow n M otorist W ho | contract on the strength of excellent
Formerly Chef a t Newbert’s Restaurant
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER $1.25
10 feet 4 inches was owned by^evi Eugene Feyler of Waldoboro and
work which he has done in other sec
(Southern style)
Takes One A b o ard W ishes tions of Aroostook County, and
Aid In Special M eetings of
Keizer of Rockland.
Walter Feyler of Union.
steady winter occupation comes for
ROAST CHICKEN DINNER $1.00
Horses
He H adn't D one So
Salvation A rm y
his men at a time when good sized
FALL SC H E D U L E
contracts are generally a scarce arti
P air, weighing 2800 pounds and
: : SPECIALS : :
[Bangor
News]
There will be special meetings at
cle.
over—H. A. Hart, Hope, 1st; Joseph
Soup
When somebody waves to you at
Kimball, Cannel, 2d; Byron Rob T hree Sailings a W eek on the the Salvation Army this weekend,
Chicken Short Cake
Rockland's Harmonica Band will
bins, Camden, 3d; A. T. Berry, Au
Dessert and Coffee
Bangor-Boston Route Be celebrating the annual harvest fes the roadside and asks for a “lift,” start its second season beginning next
gusta, 4th.
tival. An interesting time is assured keep right on going, unless you are
75c
week under direction of Ruth E. San
gin Next W e ek
Pair, under 2800 pounds, and over
with Jessie Bright and Ruth Dohl, well acquainted with the waver. In born. Activities this year are to in
2400—Leon Wotton, Warren, 1st;
Soup
T O N IG H T A T T EM PL E H A LL
The Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., from Plymouth, Mass., as specials. these days you never can tell who clude students of the Junior High
Lorenzo Linscott, 2d; Rex Prescott, announce the commencement of the
Club Sandwich
you are taking into your car—what School. Everyone Interested In Joining
Washington, 3d.
fail schedule of sailings from Rock Jessie Bright has had many years’
Dessert and Coffee
you are letting yourself in for. And is requested to be ready to report for
experience
in
Salvation
Army
work
P
air
under
2400
pounds—Rex
Pres
75c
land, effective next week. The Bos
enrollment in either the first or ad
cott,
1st;
Lorenzo
Linscott.
2d;
J.
E.
ton-Bangor Line will make three and has successfully commanded especially beware of women appli vanced class Members of the Rock
Served at any time
Wheelan, 3d; L. F. Keizer, 4th.
cants,
no
matter
how
sweetly
ap
sailings a week in each direction, some of the larger Corps. She has
land Band are looking forward to
Clubs and Parties Solicited
Sweepstakes for oxen—Henry Cun commencing today. After that date just returned from a two months’ pealing they may appear. More bringing the Maine Band Cup to
T
he
Finest
D
ance
Band
in
N
ew
England
deadly than the male, etc. Here's Rockland In the spring, and are
Telephone Union 18-21
ningham, 1st; George Wiley, 2d and the Belfast will leave Rockland for
!19*lt
For Reservations
Bangor, Tuesdays, Thursdays and trip to the Holy Land with a party a recent instance of what may hap anxious to include new members who
3d.
of
the
Travel
Institute
of
Bible
Re
liestf
Sweepstakes for horses—H. A. Hart, Saturdays at 5 a. m. and will leave search and will give her lecture on pen to the kind-hearted motorist:
An Old Town resident driving to take pride in that kind of distinction.
Rockland for Boston on the same
this trip at the Saturday night meet ward Bangor noticed a good-looking [ Parents are requested to give this
days at 8 p. m.
and well-dressed young woman m atter their attention and support.
There will be no sailing from Rock ing.
OPEN OCTOBER 4th
Both of these young women sing standing by the roadside, energeti The Harmonica Band is an oppor
land for Bar Harbor Sunday Oct. 4.
tunity for children to gain much that
Commencing Oct. 5 the Westport and play musical instruments and cally beckoning to him. He stopped. is valuable in the line of musical in
THE
will leave Rockland Mondays, Wed will provide special harvest music in She explained that she lived nearby, struction and real pleasure. Classes
and had Just missed the Old Town
nesdays and Fridays at 7.30 a. m. for the Sunday services.
An auction sale will be held Mon car for Bangor. Would it be asking will meet once a week at 3.30 at re
Brooklin and way landings and will
day
night
when
the
goods
donated
too much for him to give her a lift, spective schools.
33 UNION ST.,
CAMDEN
leave Brooklin on the return trip at
will be disposed of to the highest as she was in a great hurry to get
11.30
a.
m.
the
same
day.
Commenc
Itoast Duck Dinner 85c
ing Oct. 6. the Westport will leave bidder, the money going for the to Bangor. The kind-hearted mo Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
Roast Chicken Dinner, 85c
Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and furtherance of general Salvation torist took her in. Presently he felt
If I had to live my life again I would
what seemed like a pin prick in his
Fish Dinner, 75c
Saturdays for Bar Harbor at 5.15 Army work.
have made a rule to read some poetry
arm. The good-looking stranger and
a. m. upon the arrival of the boat
Creamed Chicken and Vegetables
listen to some music at least once a
was sitting quite close. He thought week. The loss of these tastes Is a losa
from Boston. Returning the Westwith Waffles, Maple Syrup 75c
of
happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
it
might
be
some
slight
skin
irrita
port will leave Bar Harbor for Rock
*
Special Lunch 50c
TWO WEEKS ONLY
tion. But It persisted, rather sharp
land Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
THE LOVER’S APPEAL
119*lt
ly. Then he felt of his a r m - The rushing rivers th a t do run,
urdays at 1 p. m. connecting at Rock
FREDERIC’S GENUINE VITA
rubbed his coatsleeve and was as
The valleys sweet adorned new
land with the boat for Boston.
TONIC PERMANENT WAVE
tonished to feel a needlelike instru T hat lean their sides against the sun.
With flowers fresh of sundry hue,
ment
sticking
through
the
cloth.
Al
CHANGE OF SCHEDULE OF
Both ash and elm. and oak so high.
$7.50
most at once he began to feel faint Do all lament my woeful cry.
and dizzy, while his hands and arms While winter black with hideous storme
became numb and dropped helpless
Parisian Beauty Salon
Doth spoil the ground of summer’s
gteen.
67 Park SL Rockland Tel. S98 ly beside him. Drug injection!
While
spring-time sweet the leaf returns
119-122
The motorist remembered when he
W e are offering today a
T hat late on tree could not be seen
recovered entire consciousness a lit While summer burns, while harvest
new and rem arkably
Planes leave Rockland for
reigns.
tle later that the woman had pushed
NORTH HAVEN, VINALHAVEN
effective
him over and taken the wheel her Still, still do rage my restless pains.
ANOTHER
self; also, that a car came up behind, No end I find In all my smart.
AND STONINGTON
But endless torment I sustain,
and that two men jumped from It, Since
a t 8.00 A. M. and 4.00 P. M.
first, alas! my woeful heart
took his pocketbook and watch and
By sight of thee was forced to plain,—
Rockland - Islesboro, Stonington,
Since th at I lost my liberty.
then
disappeared,
taking
along
with
Fully
Guaranteed
Brooklin and Bar Harbor Route
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7 them the good-looking young woman Since th a t thou madest a slave of me.
discontinued until further notice.
A totally n ew dome and
who was so anxious to get to Bangor. My heart, that once abroad was free.
8.00 o’clock
Thy beauty hath In durance brought;
He is off hitch hikers for life. So do Once
barrel ty p e —
reason ruled and guided me.
ye likewise.
in Pete Edwards’
And now Is wit consumed with

F A IR
W ed n esd ay, O ct. 7

DANCE

DANCE

A N N U A L FAIR

F rid ay, O ctober 9

STIM PSO N’S LUNCH

R O SE-ANNE LODGE

DANCE

AND

W A D SW O R T H INN

ERNIE GEORGE
HIS ROYAL A R C A D IA N S

P A N -A M

COM ES

to T H O M A S T O N

O ur new g a so lin e station on th e Elliot lot w ill b e open to the
public—

M ain e Air T ransport
Co.

NEW !

M ONDAY, OCTOBER 5

T his station w ill be under th e m anagem ent o f H . L. M A SO N ,

ELECTRIC HEATER

BARN DANCE

Gives heat in every
direction
H andsom e
Efficient
Econom ical
* an d
M oderately Priced

New Bam
Upper Limerock Street

w h o has con d u cted the filling station at the C em ent P lan t th e

N O T IC E !
W. II. Tolman's Bus Line has a
spare Dodge Bus and a 5-Passenger
Marmon Sedan for Hire for Trips.
TeL Rockland 271-M
117*119

ROCKLAND
R A D IO HOSPITAL

p a st three y e a r s. You w ill re ce iv e th e sam e courteous and
efficient serv ice at our n e w station .

A s has been d em onstrated to m any m otorists in Knox C oun ty
th e past six m on th s PU RPLE PA N -A M GASOLINE is th e fin 
est gasoline produced. W e so licit your p atron age.

$ 6 .9 5

PROFESSIONAL

Radio Repairmen
All sets repaired and reconditioned
24 hour service on all repair jobs.

Call Phones 854 or 987-X

For Prompt, Satisfactory Radio
Service
111-tf

See One and O w n One!

T H U R S T O N O IL C O .
R. E. TH U R STO N , M anager.

Music by

Clark Island Orchestra
119-120

DANCE
MONDAY NIGHT
W atts Hall

Stonington Furniture
Co.

T hom aston

Telephone 980
313-319 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Melody Boys

Music by

POWERS OF AROOSTOOK
Paul H. Powers, descendant of a fa
mous northern Maine family, was
found dead in his room at the Hotel
Touraine in Boston Tuesday night.
Death was due to a heart attack. He
was 45 years old and the son ot the
late Frederick A. Powers, who was a
former associate justice of the Maine
Supieme Court, and a nephew of Don
A. Powers, who was speaker of the
Maine House of Representatives in
1907, and of Llewellyn Powers, who
was a governor of Maine.
Mi Powers was graduated from
Bowdoin and from Harvard Law
School, and at one time maintained
law offices in Houlton. He was owner
of extensive lumber interests inherit
ed from his father. He entered poli
tics and in 1923 was elected to the
State Senate by the largest vote given
1any candidate in Aroostook County.

thought:
Once I rejoiced above the sky.
And now for thee, alas! I die.

Once I rejoiced In company.
And now my chief and whole delight
Is from my friends away to fly
And keep alone my wearied sprite.
Thv face divine and my desire
From flesh have me transformed to Are.
O Nature! thou that first didst frame
My lady's hair of purest gold.
Her eyes of crystal to the same.
Her lips of precious rubies' mould.
Her neck of alabaster white,- Surmounting far each other wight:
Why didst thou not th a t time devise.
Why didst thou not foresee, before
The mischief that thereof doth rise
And grief on grief doth heap with
store.
To make her heart of wax alone
And not of flint and marble stone?
O Lady! show thy favour yet:
Let not thy servant die for thee’ 1
Where Rigour ruled let Mercy sit!
Let Pity conquer Cruelty!
Let not Disdain, a friend of hell.
Possess the place where Grace should
dwell!
—Barnaby Gouge (1538-1594).

T he C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me., Oct. 3, 1931.
Personally appeared Franx S. Lyddle,
who on oath declars th a t he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
aEd th a t of the Issue of this paper of
Oct. 1. 1931. there was printed a total of
6178 copies.
W. H. BUTLER,

Every-O ther-D ay

Rockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, O c to b e r 3, 1931

P age Tw o
F O R U N EM PLO Y ED
City H as M ajor Projects
W hich Should Help the
Situation

T H E M A I N E H U N T IN G L A W S A T A
Deer

Rabbit

Squirrel

Partridge

Quail

Pheasant

Waterfowl

SO U TH TH OM ASTON

GLANCE

Woodcock

Rails and
Gallinule

Moose

License Fee

Mrs. Elizabeth Babb recently en
tertained at auction Mrs. Ella Watts,
j Mrs. Belle Lewis of Rockland and
I Mrs. Lottie Crowley.
Mrs. Lena Simmons entertained!
the Merrimeeters Tuesday a t lunch
eon, bridge being the feature of the
afternoon. Special guests were Mrs.
Gusta Gill of Camden and daugh
ter Mrs. C. O. Perry of Rockland and
Mrs. Harvey Crowley.
Mrs. Floribel Allen spent a few
days in Rockland last week with her
daughter Mrs. Nathan Witham.
Mrs. Elizabeth Babb visited Mrs.
Edgar O. Babb in Rockland last
week.
Mrs. Ella Watts entertained al
auction Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. William Clementi
have returned to their home in Wesl
Medfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Zebedee Simmon:
entertained a t a Red Rose tea Thurs
day the following guests: Mrs. Emil;
Watts, Mrs. Ella Watts, Mrs. Floribel Allen and Mrs. Lizzie Babb.

October 3, 1931
Non-Res,
(E)
(G)
(D)
(F)
(C).
(B)
(A)
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
$5.15 for
Resident
Close
But without faith it is impossible
Close
Close
In view* of the serious unemploy
Oct. 1
Sept. 1
Oct. 1
Oct. 1
Oct. 1
Oct. 1
to please him: for he th a t cometh to ment problem existing in our city,
Birds
God must believe that he is, and that and the prospect that with the ap
65c
to
to
to
to
to
to
he is a rewarder of them th a t dili proach of winter, conditions will be
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Season
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gently seek him.—Heb. 11:6.
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Big Game
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Nov. 9
Oct. 31
even worse, we are willing to go the
Oct. 31
Mar. 31
Nov. 30
limit to provide labor for many de
serving men whose need for immedi
THE UNION FAIR
ate work is a vital consideration.
(E) —Ducks, geese, brant and coot, Oct. 1 to Oct. 31; on
(A) —In Aroostook County, from Oct. 16 to Nov. 30; in
Wilson or Jacksnipe, Oct. 1 to Dec. 31; closed season on
The success attained by the Union This situation clearly demands that
every possible dollar should now be ] Androscoggin, Cumberland. Kennebec, Knox. Lincoln,
snow geese, ross geese, cackling geese, wood duck, eider
Fair, illustrated in the huge crowds put in circulation for the benefit of
duck and swans. Daily limit on ducks, in the aggregate of
which this week have registered their both the laboring man and the mer- 1 Sagadahoc, Waldo and York Counties, Nov. 1 to Nov. 30;
Muskrats
all kinds, 15. Daily limit on geese and brant, not more than
Beaver
Racoon
Skunks
Fox
in
Hancock,
Washington,
Penobscot.
Somerset,
Piscata
approval of it. has been reached not chant with whom he trades. I regret
4 combined; shooting of migratory game birds may not
begin until 12 o'clock, noon on opening day of season. This
without faithful work on the part of that it is impossible for the city to quis, Franklin and Oxford Counties, Nov. 1 to Dec. 15.—
furnish permanent or even partial
•Northern
applies to all birds except partridge.
Northern
Northern
Northern
its promoters, whose consistent labor employment for all who deserve it. One Deer. Season Limit.
April
1
and sacrifices throughout a long No one expects that the city can fur
Oct.
16
(F) —Bag limit,
Oct. 16
Oct. 16
to
to
to
(B) —Androscoggin. Cumberland, Sagadahoc and York
to
period of years have been visited with nish work for all who in this time of
(G) —Limit daily, 25 in aggregate of all kinds, but not
Close
April 30
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Counties. Oct. 1 to Feb. 28.
their deserved reward. A fair, it is to business depression are out of em
more than 15 of any one species.
Nov.
1
to
ployment. We pledge, however, to do
XX—Northern Counties: Aroostook, Franklin, Oxford,
be approvingly noted, made up of the our utmost to relieve the situation
.SOUTH WALDOBORO
Nov. 16
Southern
Southern
Southern
(C) —Outside of Parks and City limits.
Hancock, Penoboscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Washington.
Season
It was a very enjoyable occasioi
Southern
old-fashioned characteristics which with the means at our command.
Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Nov. 16
when Rev. and Mrs. T. H. Female
Southern Counties: Androscoggin, Cumberland, Ken
Mar. 20 to
It is a source of general satisfaction
to
to
to
lend to it their atmosphere of dignity
(D) —Daily limit, 4; Season, 25.
recently entertained at their home II
April 20
nebec, Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo and York.
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
Jan. 31
and worth—the displayed products of that arrangements have been com
friends from Woolwich and Bath
pleted with the Central Maine Power
the farm, varied in the character of Company for the cost of repair of its
Picnic dinner was served at noon, anc
i the exceptional dramatic powers she the day was happily spent in singinf
STRAND T H E A T R E
the crops, the sleek cattle, contesting road bed through our streets, the
BY STO R fED FL A G S
j possesses. The net result is a m ar and sociability. As the guests wire
for the prize, the marvelous examples work to be done by the city. I ex
velous portrayal. Victor McLaglen about to sta rt for their homes the;
press
my
thanks
to
this
Public
Serv
-Pardon
Us,"
which
will
head
the
in infinite variety of the housewife's
1, gives a fine portrayal also as the
......... t . . . . . . .-r
ice Company for its promptness in O liv er L. Hall G a v e R otary
program Monday and Tuesday pre- ;I tried and true friend who sticks formed a circle, joining hands anc
skill—these are the groundwork that making the money for this project I
singing “God be with you ‘till wi
C lu b a New G lim pse of So Says President W ym an In a C om m unication To the sents America's funniest laughmak- !! to her through it all.
] meet again," after which the visitor:
justify the use of the term "agricul immediately available.
ers, Laurel and Hardy, in their first
This picture will be seen Monday united in a farewell song and express
H isto ry
C e n tra l M aine Stockholders
During the coming week the city
feature-length comedy.
tural,” and places the Union Fair
and Tuesday —adv.
ing their pleasure in the day passec
will undertake the repair of Park and
The
story,
which
burlesques
some
among the best of such New England Main streets and make such other re
with their former pastor and his wife
of the recent prison melodramas, is :
Fittingly combining the thoughts
institutions.
Guests previously entertained were
pairs elsewhere as are necessary by i
the . construe
To the stockholders of Central starting up unexpectedly and throw said to have required
x
.
.
.
.
,
Six
months
ago
President
Hoover
.
Mr aand Mrs. Samuel Hathorn, Mrs
incited
by
the
proximity
of
Colum
Mr.
reason of the discontinuance of the [
ing loads instantly on to its lines. Our tion of huge sets and use of hundreds stated that prosperity was coming i xfPriP
Maine
Power
Company:
Jameson
andHathorn.
little daughter,
Mr
Street Railway. This expenditure bus Day and Constitution Week,
COrner', “ avbe 11 was' but ” d Mrs.
Gilbert
"and Mrs
. ,I Central Maine Power Company's company now has a system of hydro °L eY raSh “ “ X s o ’ t o e l " i n d tahr°Und
ECONOMY IN THE NAVY
alone will total at least $6000. In ad- ! Oliver L. Hall of Bangor yesterday m o w att hours have continued to electric stations, stored water, trans about
and grandson, ali oi
dition to this work we shall immedi
Admiral Pratt, chief of naval ately undertake the repair and cover told the Rotary Club the story of show a good gain over last year. mission lines which enables it to take Hardy
Our gross income has shown about care of these variations in load with they have been sent as punishment
America's
past
through
the
charming
operations, in submitting suggestions ing of Lindsey brook. Owing to the
for their bootlegging activities. Here
medium of the flags of the nations as the same rate of gain in the last maximum speed and efficiency.
for navy budget cuts, stirs anew the fact that this project will involve a
During quite a p art of the last sum they participate in a riot and in their
three months that it did in the three
expenditure, our plan is to make they came to these shores and months preceding. We are particu mer, Central Maine Power Company's usual manner do the wrong thing
protest that always arises when naval large
a beginning at Main street and go marched their way through the pages larly fortunate this year in the water lines were tied in with the Bangor a t the wrong time. Instead of help
limitations in any direction are westerly as far as our means will per of history,
conditions on the rivers from which Hydro Electric Co. a t Veazie and with ing their companions to escape they
hinted at. Senator Hale, who has mit, and each year extend this im
Lief Erickson appears vaguely in we get our power. For something the Cumberland County Power and unwittingly are the cause of their
provement
until
this
brook
and
all
its
the
mists
of
the
past
supposedly
been a t his Portland home, has gone
like 33 months previous to July our Light Co. at Portland. This has meant capture, thus gaining an undeserved
to Washington Xo confer, in his branches are covered, and an ade- ( starting from Greenland to cruise the rainfall in most parts of Maine was that all the electrical service in the pardon.
quate sewer laid therein to which , coast to southern New England where below normal.
southern part of Maine from Eastport
Scenes which are described as
capacity of chairman of th e senate abutting owners can enter. Not or.lv he stayed several months, sailing
Since July 1. however, we seem to on the east to York on the west and being unusually funny include one in
naval affairs committee, with the is this project, in the interest of under the raven flag of the Vikings, have entered on a period of much from Greenville and Phillips on the which the comic pair pay a visit to
naval authorities. He speaks of sanitation and good health but it will, though ravens brought them good more abundant rainfall. This is north to Bath and Rockland on the the prison dentist; an episode in
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 29, 1931
a system of catch basins, re- ! fortune instead of ill. The birds particularly true in the regions south, have been supplied from prac
President Hoover's action in reducing through
lieve some of our street sewers which were released on fog bound ships and around the head waters of the Ken tically one system. Whenever these whifch they disguise themselves as
colored cotton pickers; the attempts
A. M. II
from 11 to 5 the number of destroyers are of inadequate size to carry off all their flight toward the nearest land
nebec and Androscoggin rivers on lines are connected in this way. the of Laurel to find room in the same
Rankin Block, Lv.
5.40 *6.40
7.10 *7.40
8.10
to be built as a crushing blow to the of the surface water in the spring or gave the mariners their course.
which our company depends so much total generating capacity of all three bunk with 'the corpulent Hardy; an
Head Limerock St.
5.50
6.50
7.20
7.50
8.20
Next Columbus brought the Span for water for its hydroelectric sta of these companies, which amounts episode in which they attend the
national defense. “Before the ex whenever there are heavy rains.
This improvement is one of the •
Foot Limerock St.
5.57
6.57
7.25
7.57
8.25
piration of the London treaty in outstanding needs of the community, ish flag and was followed by a long tions. During September there were to more than 200,000 horse power, is prison school, and various episodes
Mechanic St.
6.10
of explorers for Ferdinand and {ive inches of rainfall at Jackman available to supply reinforcing service 1jn which they suffer indignities at
7.30
8.35
1936." the senator said, "every de for we can have no adequate sewer list
Rankin Block, Ar.
Isabella. Columbus carried a per- and nearly four inches a t Greenville, in every town to which they are con the hands of hard-boiled convicts.
6.40
7.10
7.40
8.10
8.40
age
system
until
it
is
completed.
I
stroyer in the United States Navy will
sonal flag of unique design. The Another month of rainfall like this. nected.
—adv.
am
writing
this
letter
to
focus
public
British colors were brought to these either jn October or November, will
have become obsolete under the terms
While the country as a whole is
Rankin Block, Lv.
8.40
9.40 10.40 11.40 12.40
attention on this project. In all that
Head Limerock St.
of the treaty.” He charged the Presi we undertake, I want to take the shores by the Cabots, soon followed ensure us an ample supply for the expecting a hard winter, with difficult
8.50
9.50 10.50 11.50 12.50
by Scottish adventurers flying the 1entire winter.
business
conditions,
at
the
present
PA R K T H E A T R E
Foot Limerock St.
8.57
9.57 10.57 11.57 12.57
dent had disregarded “the mandate citizens into our plans and have their cross of St. Andrew. Champlain and
time
our
outlook
is
good.
Our
m
ills,1
Mechanic St.
9.10 10.10 11.10 12.10
1.10
of the Congress” and said th a t his endorsement and approval. The cost i others sailing under French patents
Rankin Block, Ar.
9.40 10.40 11.40 12.40
One of the advantages which the for the most part, are running; our
“Wicked” brings to the screen for
1.40
action was "a great disappointment of this project will be spread over a were operating at about the same Bingham development affords us is-j people are busy; at least two new her third starring role the beautiful
number of years and will not mean time.
to those who were depending on the an increase in taxes.
th at we feel much safer in using the manufacturers are considering mov- young English actress Elissa Land!
P.M.
Hendrick Hudson made his historic
building of these vessels to aid in To these major projects the com voyage in 1609 establishing New water stored in places like the Messa- ihg to Maine and establishing very and she has eclipsed her former sen
Rankin Block, Lv.
1.40
2.40 *3.40
4.10 •4.40
5.10
Head Limerock St.
1.50
250
3.50
4.15
4.50
5.15
relieving the unemployment situa pletion of the street extensions west Amsterdam and the Dutch colors in lonskee Lakes early in the season substantial businesses here. One new sational dramatic work in “Body
of Broadway, cleaning the city brooks America. In 1638 New Sweden was Heretofore we have felt obliged to factory has just been completed and And Soul” and “Always Goodbye.”
Foot Limerock St.
1.57
257
357
4.21
4.56
5.21
tion.”
water until after the first the same interests have begun the As a young wife, widowed on her
---- ----------------------of leaves and rubbish, repairing the settled but the flag was hauled down ; keepr this
Mechanic St.
2.10
3.10
4 30
5.30
cellar of the former stable on Spring before the Dutch invasion. By 1704 ' of the year to provide for emer- building of another. There is a great ; honeymoon through the death of her
Rankin Block, Ar.
2.40
3.40
4 05
4.40
5 05
5.40
... 65,000
------ horse deal in our situation here which is
THE MYSTERY STORY
street for use as a depository for sand, the Pine Tree flag of New England | gencies, but now, with
husband from a bullet fired by a deencouraging.
I
believe
that
owners
of
power
instantly
available
at
Bingham
and cover the balance of the lot with was well known and flew at the head
' tective from whom he was fleeing,
Rankin Block, Lv.
5.40
6.40
7.40
8.40
9.40 10.40
for a day or a week or even two Central Maine Power Company pre disillusioned when die learns the
We are confident th a t the readers material suitable for automobile of the troops before Louisburg.
Head Limerock St.
5.50
6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50 10.50
weeks, without regard to the flow of | ferred stock may feel that they have husband she adored was a bank rob
parking. I also advise th a t the city
Foot Limerock St.
6.00
7.00
8.00
The American flag as we know i t ! the river, we are able to go ahead and a good investment and one that is
9.00 10.00 11.00
of this paper share with the chief streets be cleared of leaves more
Mechanic St.
6.20
was a growth from the several make use of the water stored in the standing the test of hard times with ber instead of a bank clerk, sent to
7.20
8.20
9.20 10.20
part of the world that interest in the thoroughly than in the past.
prison as an accomplice and while in
Rankin Block, Ar.
6.40
colonial
flags
and
the
banners
of
,
7.40
8.40
9.40 10.40 Garage
excellent
results.
We
hope
th
at
various
lakes,
tributary
to
other
riv
Our
two
main
objectives
are
to
story of mystery and intrigue which
!
prison
allowed
to
leave
for
a
hospital
regiments and the continental navy.
present stockholders will increase , outside of prison walls that her baby
* Means Bus does not go to Southend, but returns to Highlands.
gives popularity to th a t form of promptly furnish work for those who It was on June 14. 1777 th a t the flag ers to the best advantage.
I t would appear th a t the three bil their investments in this stock from
Sunday first Bus leaves Rankin Block 7.10 A. M
stand greatly in need of it, and at
fiction. It is for such reason that the same time inaugurate public im of 13 stars and 13 stripes was adopted. lion feet of water which is stored be time to time as circumstances war may be born without the stigma of a
prison—Miss Landi has full play for , ------------------------------------------------------------------once or twice each year we open our provements of permanent benefit to I t was raised to 15 stars in 1775 and in hind the Bingham dam and available ran t their doing so.
1818 Congress voted to add a star for , for use, will prove an even better
columns to a tale which we are per our people.
I am in hearty accord with every each state admitted. In conclusion asset to the company than was anti
A firm in Massachusetts which
suaded will bring pleasure to those
organization in the city, th at with a Mr. Hall made a fervent plea for the cipated. Keeping it in reserve for manufactures pocketbooks announces
readers who can find time to follow fine sense of civic duty, is planning retention of the teaching of history emergencies releases power from that it has more orders for its pock
Its characters and incidents through and working to relieve the unemploy in our public schools and the keeping stored water in various parts of the etbooks than it can fill. Well, we also
bright of the memory of our national j
the unfolding of its chapters. In ment situation. May their activities heroes. The scholarly, well rounded State. Previously this water was have more pocketbooks than we can
today’s issue “The Sealed Trunk” be blessed with the largest measure and thoughtfully presented address held until after the first of the year fill.—Albany Evening News.
and oftentimes went to waste on ac
of success.
offers itself for opening. We should
I pledge the cooperation of every’ was warmly applauded.
Rev. Walter S. Rounds presented count of heavy rains coming during
say that once the reader had entered department of the city with these
winter.
a eulogy of the late Charles M. Kai- , theYour
company has now 186 feet of
upon its consideration he will find organizations, to the end that we may loch, vice president and charter
usable head developed on the Ken
the story so absorbing as th a t he'll all have a part in helping to assist member of the club.
those who are willing to labor but
nebec river. There is in storage on
Birthday observation for Septem th
be waiting with much impatience for through no fault of theirs are de
a t river at the present time about
ber
and
October
was
held
with
the
the next installment. Mr. Webster prived of the opportunity.
twenty-one billion cubic feet of wa
candle
lit
tables
occupied
by
Basil
Sincerely and respectfully yours,
of water used
has given us a puzzling and pleas
Stinson. Dr. Kent, J. A. Jameson, E. ter. Thistheamount
C. M. Richardson, Mayor
186 feet of head is
ing tale. Don't miss the opening
M. O’Neil, W. I. Ayer, Thomas through
Stone, M. R. Pillsbury, A. L. Orne, E. equivalent to something over seven
chapters.
hours.
O C E A N IC FLIG H TS
F. Glover. Rev. W. S. Rounds and H. ty-five million •kilowatt
• • •
L. Karl, chaperoned by Dr. Bickford.
in hanging pots
MAINE MATERIALS
A similar amount of water is in
Interesting D ata Furnished Visiting Rotarians in addition to the storage
in the Rangeley Lakes which
°
speaker were Walter Danforth. BanThe supervising architect a t Wash
By the A. P. Supplem ents gor. Rev. William Vaughn, Belfast, feed the Androscogginj river, where
j K we
George E Allen. Dr. Archie Green, | have about half the developed head
ington would like to know what
Mr. N ew com b’s Story
Mstrcus Chandler, P. J. Good and J. th a t we have on the Kennebec. We
Maine can do in the way of furnish
L. Brewster of Camden. Jarvis C. also have considerable amounts in
ing stone and faced brick for Federal
Apropos of the resent article in Perry was a guest.
storage in the lakes which supply
Bring in your ferneries to be filled.
some of our other stations, so that all
building contracts. "In line with the this paper regarding trans-oceanic
We have some nice—
in all, the water which is now in stor
FRITZ KREISLER TOUR
policy of the President to alleviate flights, information for which was
age is capable of generating around
the unemployment situation through furnished by Mr. Newcomb of the
expedition, the followirg Violinist Second To None In Modern 125.000.000, kilowatt hours, or some
out the country,” the architect writes MacMillan
thing more than one quarter of the
Times To Plav In Portland Oct. 9
Associated Press despatch from New
total amount which Central Maine
to our State Chamber of Commerce, York will be read with interest here
Fritz Kreisler, the great violinist, Power Company will generate in the
“this office strives where possible to in this air-minded zone:
T h e m odern m ethod of leaving Life Insurance to a b e n e 
• * **
who is making a tour of America ap- i year 1932.
design its buildings and draw its
Our choice
pearing in Portland City hall, Oct. 9.
A great deal has been written and
Aviation,
fast-growing
youngster,
ficiary is through a Life Insurance T ru st w ith a reliable
specifications so that suitable local
shook a sturdy fist at Old Father has a position among violinists of our said by the advocates of steam gen
materials may be offered in competi Ocean Thursday and exulted.
time second to none. He had a bril erated power about its advantages
b an k as T rustee. Evidence of the popularity of the Life
tion with other similar materials in
Records for 1931, just completed, liant career in Vienna when a youth, over hydroelectric power. I think it is
pretty
generally
conceded
now.
howInsurance T ru st is found in the fact th a t during the p ast
have
arrived—the
kind
real
flower
as
a
student
of
medicine.
His
father
connection with work under its con indicate th at the great seas, with all is a famous physician and Fritz, had | ever, that for instantaneous service,
lovers Kkc in their house and gar
their
terrors,
are
yielding
at
last
be
three
years it is estim ated th at banks and tru st com panies
trol.” The chamber will supply
den.
fore the progress of man's brain he continued his work in medicine,! additional steam equipment can
undoubtedly
would
have
become
one
i
never
be
brought
Into
service
as
quick
Washington with this requested data child.
have been m ade T rustee for a total of three billion dol
More than 250 persons
and it would be happy news if some crossed the Atlantic or Pacific of the great men of the world in th a t ; 'Y as additional water power which
lars of Life Insurance funds. A Life Insurance T ru st
profession.
When
he
was
working
can
be
served
from
stored
water,
thing came of It. There was a time Oceans by air since the beginning
with Massart in Paris he incidentally
While the load of the modern
of
the
year,
and
only
nine
lives
were
w ith this bank is insurance th at your beneficiary will re 
when our Maine granite had the call
found time to go to the Beaux Arts hydroelectric station feeding into a
“ S IL S B Y 'S ”
lost.
on the chief governmental building
Compare this with 1927, year of and w’ork at painting and his fellows network supplying a great variety of
ceive
the proceeds of your policies in accordance w ith a
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
contracts. The quarries are still here. Lindbergh’s famous flight, when 17 who were then with him say that customers is smoothed out a good
deal,
by
that
very
variety,
yet
it
is
all
plan w hich both the beneficiary and the insured have
118-119
The material they supply* has no persons lost their lives in attempting he showed a very decided talent in the time subject to various customers
superior for the fashioning of build to span the Atlantic, and only 16 got th a t line.
approved in advance. In the great m ajority of cases a
I t was not until 1899 th at he de
across. No one crossed the Pacific
ings dignified and everlasting. What that year, which was considered a cided finally to make the violin his
plan of this kind is far m ore satisfactory than allow ing
a joyous thing were they again to banner one in aviation's annals, but career. He overcame great obstacles
and
w
’ithln
two
years
had
taken
his
insurance m oney to be paid in a lump sum . W e should
1888
1931
ten
lives
were
lost
as
a
result
of
the
become active with the presence of
Dole race from Oakland to Honolulu. place among the greatest artists of I
thousands of workingmen.
be
glad to discuss the im portant m atter of a Life InsurThe Graf Zeppelin, now engaged the world. Today he stands abso- j
lutely
without
rival
in
purity
of
style.,
in ferry service across the Atlantic
tnce T ru st w ith you a t an y tim e and w ithout obligation.
HITCH HIKING
on a strictly business basis, account beauty of tone and soundness of j
ed for nearly 200 of this year's ocean artistry.
In rpite of multiplied warnings passages by making two round trips
Some of our Depositors have been with us all that
against the hitch hiker, there will between her home port at Fried- circling record. Four other pairs of
time. Many are just beginning to enjoy the benefits
richshafen, Germany, and Pernam airmen crossed the Atlantic from j
doubtless continue to remain in the buco. Brazil.
we offer. Why not join them?
west to east, and the German, von j
picture the motorist with the kindly
Forty men crossed the South At Gronau, brought his crew of threeI
ROCKLAND, MAINE
heart, who finds it difficult to with lantic in ten planes, with Gen. Italo here in an east-west flight. Col.
O U R DIVIDENDS A R E 5 % %
stand the imploring gesture of the Balbo, Italian Air Minister. This Lindbergh and his wife flew from
And they are compounded semi-annually. The
man by 0 » madsMe. O , it may « |
Alaska to Kamchatka with one stop.,
of Balbos men died in
security we offer is the best. It is backed by the homes
Besides the five lost on the Balbo
a woman. Such it was in th e case of | Wlrich befell two of the dozen planes expedition, two other pairs of flyers
of our people.
Jtoclfantfr Oldest
B a n kin g In s titu tic u
the Old Town motorist, the story of j which started the journey from dropped from sight, Parker Cramer
whose adventure, told by the Bangor . Boiana, Portuguese Guinea, to Natal, and Oliver Paquette, in a Detroit to
UNCLE SAM BELIEVES IN US
News, contains features of such E r®zl2:_.
„ . , - _ . . . , _ . l Copenhagen venture, ---aand-----Mrs. —
Beryl
8
H
art
and
William
MacLaren
in
a
He
exempts each year from Federal Income Tax
uniqueness as justify bringing it to of engineering marvels—Germany’s
- west-east Atlantic attem pt
S300.00 of your income from this Association. Call on
the attention of our own readers, DO-X,—brought 13 persons safeiy
us and let us explain more fully.
upon another page. The moral of across the Atlantic in a 12.000-mile
STO N1N GTO N
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
which is the moral of countless simi flight from Germany to the United
States, which included a journey
lar occurrences—Let the hitch hiker across the South Atlantic by way of
Change of schedules of Maine Air ,
Financial Institutions, Inc., is a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 13 Maine
hike by himself.
the Cape Verde Islands, and Fernan Transport Co. Planes leave Rock
banks having total resources of more than $95,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock oi
18 School Street,
Rockland
do do Noronha Island to Natal, land for North Haven, Vinalhaven
Financial Institutions, Inc., is owned by Maine ca pital and the corporation is managed by Maine men
and Stonington 8 a. m. and 4 p. m.
Considerin;: the easy life he is lead Brazil.
who have had long and successful experience in banking and financial operation.
Rockland.
Islesboro,
Stonington,
Post
and
Gatty
flew
both
the
Ating at Doom, the world may be ready
to admit that Wilhelm won the war. lantic and Pacific Oceans in their Brooklin and Bar Harbor route dis83Stf
startling rush th at set a glob"-1 continued until further notice—adv. I
—Indianapolis Star,
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BUS TIME TABLE
Highland-So. End Rout e
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SPECIAL
G erm an Ivy
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B oston an d Pteris
F ern s

H a v e you in su red you r
L ife In su ra n ce?

N arcissu s Bulbs

Little F lo w er Shop

Forty Three Y ears

R ockland N ational Bank

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION
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s>/2%

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 5—Thrift Shop opens.
Oct. 5—City Government meeting.
Oct. 5—Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R.
meets.
Oct. 5—Shakespeare Society meets.
Oct. 6—Rockport—Fred A. Norwood,
W. R. C. fair and entertainment.
Oct. 6-7—Annual convention of the
Maine Baraca Phllathea Union at Farm
ington.
Oct. 6-8—Lincoln'Couniy Fair.
Oct. 7—Lincolnville Fair.
Oct. 7—St. George Grange fair.
Oct. 9—Rockland Highlands—Pleasant
Valley Grange fair.
Oct. 9—Rubinstein Club at Universalist vestry.
Oct. 9—Fritz Kreisler concert in Port
land.
Oct. 10—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange
meets
with
Wessaweskeag
Grange.
Oct. 12—BPW Club harvest bridge at
Thorndike Grill.
Oct. 12—Meeting of Parent-Teacher
Association.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 16—Penobscot View Grange fair.
Oct. 17—First in series of interna
tional fishermen races off Halifax.
Oct. 21—South Warren—Good Will
Grange fair.
Oct. 22—Union—Annual meeting of
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau.
Oct. 26—Scribblers’ Club meets with
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth in Rockport.
Oct. 30—Itooevik Club dance, Temple
hall.
*
Nov. 9—Special election to vote upon
administrative code bill.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 13-14 — Rockport — High School
Carnival, at Town hall.
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 4-5 — Camden — Meguntlcook
Grange fair.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

The following bulletin is put out by the Knox County Fish &
Game Association at the beginning of the hunting season to its
members.
Watch out for fires.
Remember that you Are hunting on other people's property. Pro
tect it as you would your own.
Be careful of your shooting and not endanger human life. It is
better to lose your game than go through life with regrets.
Thank the farmer for the privilege of hunting on his property.
Occasionally leave a coin with the children or some game with the
owner, for this will indicate in a material way your appreciation.
Cooperate with the wardens for they are working for your in
terests.
To the land owner or farmer bringing to this Association infor
mation which will lead to the arrest and conviction of any hunter
commiting an act of vandalism on his property, a suitable reward will
be paid.

IN THE

M U ST SIGN EACH BALLOT
S P E C IA L
Eccentric Action of Legislature Means That Election
Officials Have An All Night Job

Legislatures are sometimes blamed ballots for a recount. While it
I for follies which they do not com- might not be necessary to carry this
out to this extent it
J mit, but the last Legislature appears identification
would seem to be the intention of the
Responsibility
to have escaped blame for one which act to make it possible to identify
Men through life are guided by it did commit—th a t being the new and keep separately the ballois
various theories; perchance hold I law requiring an election official to counted by each official.
some philosophy by which they
(Signed) Robinson C. Tobey
shape their course; and often stamp or sign each ballot counted
Deputy Secretary of State. ’
times seek to shape th e destiny of by him. The effrontery to conunor.
While this may not result in the
millions of their fellows. But sense is found in Chapter 34: Section delaying of election returns it will
when they are placed in power 18, which reads:
mean th a t the counters will burn
they act in an entirely opposite
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
UNION
“Ballots to be counted by duly midnight oil before they have con
way from that indicated by their
evening, with supper at 6.
Mr and Mrs. Halvah A. Hart have. pet philosophy. Prim e Minister constituted officials sworn to do their i c' u^e<^ their election day activities,
duty. The ballots shall be sorted and I P
a]so mean that vep' few will
Vernard C. Crockett has been announced the coming marriage of j MacDonald brought the labor
elected sophomore class president of their daughter Edith Carleton, to F. p arty in England to the highest counted in open town or ward meet- banker f°r the chance of being an
Berry Gould of South Union, to be pinnacle it ever attained, but as ing by duly constituted officials; plection official.
the Maine Central Institute.
solemnized at the Nazarene Church, head of the government he was sworn to do their duty by town or I
Parker Stimpson will, early n e x t! Oct 12, at high noon. Miss Hart is forced to the abandonment of his city clerks, and in such capacity i "N A T U R A L C A U S E S ”
------week, open the restaurant a t 13 Park a graduate of Union High School, leadership, or of his country, in shall be known as public officials,!
shall not have been in the em- CI l r k
V e r d ic t In C a s e o f
street. He was formerly chef at I class o{ ’31- and is well known and her grave crisis. His choice was who
ploy
of
any
of
th
e
parties,
or
their
O
U
cn
t
n
e
v
e
r a ic t l n v a s e o r
Newbert's.
| popular both here and elsewhere. Mr.
immediate and certain. He stood
agents,
to
the
referendum
or
elec_____
i Gould, a prominent and promising
Jo
h
n
Lane—
Dr. Popplefirst for England, even though it
tion for six m onths prior to the elec
There will be a special matinee for young man, is also a graduate of the wrecked his political fortune for
s to n e ’s Statem ent
children at Strand Theatre Tuesday same school, class of '28.
ever. Time will mark him among tion, each official signing and filing
The men’s quartet of the M. E.
at 4 o’clock showing Laurel and
his nation's great, though this a sworn statement of his count with !
The autopsy performed on the body
Hardy in their first feature comedy, Church school will sing at the closing greatness costs him a broken the name of the official written or
of the exercises.
stamped on the ballots counted by j of Jo h n Lane, the Ballyhack resi"Pardon Us.”
heart.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Marks and
Mahatma Gandhi, sitting at said official T he counting of said , dent who died undcr susplcious cirballots to be done in such manner
.
...
_ .
. .
The straw hats die hard, but If | daughter of Bath are spending a
the round table conference, de ■as
WEATHER
to afford the electors present ample {^ s t a n c e s , which were first regarded
some folks can go all winter without i wee^ with her parents.
clared himself to be representative opportunity to observe the sorting w'th suspicion, resulted in a verdict
The football season is now in full wearing any 110 others ought to be
Misses Carrie and Cora Hawes with of India's “dumb and semi
swing, with rather better outlook for allowed to use their straws in this frient}s of Boston have been spending
starved millions." T h a t he feels and counting, and the result shall be of “death from natural causes,” The
the games today than last Saturday, kind of weather.
a few days with Mrs. L. R. Hawes.
his responsibility is shown by his declared and recorded in open town autopsy was performed Thursday by
1Medical Examiner Frohock, assisted
when the players were almost forced
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Davis of | words, leaving the door open for or ward meeting.”
to swim in pursuit of the pigskin.
Among those who did not think
Topsfield,
Mass.,
have
been
in
town
j
Community Sweet Shop closes next
further negotiations. “If you can
by Dr. C. B. Popplestone.
Not even a shower all this week, and Monday night after a season which during the fair.
show me my claim is inimical to the such a thing could be possible waDr. Popplestone, wno was called to
today continues the fine weather, has been busy far beyond the ex
City Clerk E. R. Keene of Rockland,
interests of the dumb millions I
with 10 o'clock temperature 62, and pectation of the proprietors, Mr. and
who took the m atter up promptly attend Lane when the latter was first
S
W
A
N
’S
ISLAND
will
personally
revise
it.”
On
the
wind slightly to the northeast. The Mrs. E. C. Powell, who leave the first
with the Secretary of State’s office. stricken, is somewhat annoyed at the
Mrs. Edward Scott entertained sev shoulders of this simple man, who He received this reply:
report which was given currency in
skies will probably cloud over tomor of the month for Florida.
eral friends Saturday evening and asks nothing for himself, dressed
another newspaper to the effect that
row. Yesterday noon temperature
“In
reply
to
your
letter
I
have
to
served a chicken supper in honor of as was John the Baptist, rests
was 65, west winds.
The Knox & Lincoln Teachers' and the home coming of her daughter terrible responsibility, and on his advise you th a t this department j the nature of the man's illness was
plans to furnish with other election not understood,
Superintendents’ Association will
Claremont Commandery, K.T., will have a banquet and business meet and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Ar reaction depends, it may well be, material statements to be filled in
“I t was a case of ruptured aneurthur
Robinson
of
Portland.
the
fate
of
our
present
civiliza
hold a stated conclave Monday night. ing a t Community Farm, South
by the public officials provided for j ism,” the doctor told a Courier-Ga
Rev. W. L. Brewster, Sea Coast Mis tion, under God.
W. A. H.
in chapter 34 of th e public laws o f ' zette reporter yesterday—“a sudden
Hope, Monday night. Incidentally it sionary, of Rockland, will preach at
1931.
J cardiac emergency which I at once
Lucius York is having a vacation will serve to ring down the curtain at Minturn, Oct. 4 and Oct. 11.
“In regard to your question as to | recognized as critical.”
Services will be held at 3 o’clock
from his duties as Maine Central en that popular resort.
Miss Bernice Smith was called home tomorrow
at the Ingraham Hill the official signing or stamping his
gineer.
from Farmington where she is attend
SMART UNION BOY
Word has been received of the sud ing school, by the illness and death chapel by Rev. Helen Carlson. A name on each individual ballot
“The Crowd” had a Jolly evening at' den death in Boston Thursday of Miss of her grandmother, Mrs. James Mc children's service will follow the ser counted I can only advise you that
mon.
this department believes that it will
In the exhibition hall a t North
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ethel Norton, daughter of Capt. A. B. Kay.
**« *
be necessary for th e official to sign Knox Fair this week was a trace of
• • • •
Hewett, Rankin street, Thursday.
Norton of this city. Both Capt. and
At th e Congregational Church to or stamp his nam e on each ballot popcorn entered by Howard, son of
Mrs. Norton left immediately when
Seth Joyce
Mr. an d Mrs. Herbert Hawes of
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will counted by him.
The Red Cross will hold a baby word was received that Miss Norton
The small neighborhood of Atlantic
might be done with a rub Union. He was six years old in June.
clinic Monday at 2 p. m. at Grand was very ill. The remains are being was saddened Thursday by the death preach on the subject “On Trial.” ber“This
stamp. If each ballot counted ! The corn was planted, hoed, picked
The Sunday School will meet at noon
brought to Rockland.
Army hall. A doctor will attend.
of Seth Joyce, 60. He had been a and T he Comrades of th e W#y at 6 were not so marked there would and sorted out by this boy without
great sufferer for many weeks, but his
Lieut. H. H. White who is in the | courage was always good. He leaves o’clock for the social hour, and at certainly be no means of identifica- any help from his elders. He is the
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union Vet
tion in case of th e opening of the proud possessor of the first prize on it.
6.30 for the program.
air
service,
now
stationed
a
t
Boston,
erans holds its business meeting Wed
a widow, Mrs. Tina Joyce, three sons,
** **
was
the
guest
Tuesday
of
his
sister
nesday evening. Supper at 6 in
Roger, Donald and Charles; and one
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, Broadway, the sister, Mrs. Levi Torrey of Tenant's
At St. Peter's Church, (Episcopal)
charge of Mrs. Velma Marsh.
chief object of his visit being to see Harbor.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
his daughters, Barbara and Louise
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
Miss Annie Russell, the noted who are making their home with Mrs.
the 18th Sunday after Trinity: '
Mrs. James McKay
actress, who has been summering in Wentworth. Lieut. White was ac
Church school at 9.30: choral euch- ,
Rockport, has returned to New York. companied by Lieut. Towner of Balti
Mrs. James McKay, 70, died at her arlst and sermon at 10.30. Fr. Frank- j
I t is understood she is to spend the more.
home Wednesday morning after a lin will be the celebrant and preacher.
During th e w eek of O ctober 5th a clinic in diseases
greater part of the winter in Florida.
long illness. She leaves her husband,
• *• •
The Y J’.C.U. services at the Uni- four daughters, Mrs. Buote of
A special Harvest Festival will be
of the rectu m will be held a t th e office of Dr. Jam es
The largest citron in captivity and versalist Church begin Sunday. The Massachusetts, Mrs. Ray Tinker of
the strangest cucumber ever grown Junior Union meeting at 4 o'clock Minturn, Mrs. Judson Smith and held over the weekend a t the Salva- i
Kent. T h e clinic will be conducted by Dr. Irving
can be seen at Perry’s Market for a will be in charge of JJrs. E. L. Toner Mrs. Carlton Joyce of Swan's Island; tion Army and Jessie Bright and
Ruth
Dohl,
instrumentalists,
singers
limited time. They were raised by who wiU be assisted by Miss Evelyn and one sister, Mrs. Flora Smith.
Tuttle of Parkersburg, W . V a., w ho specializes in this
and Bible students will be leaders in
Otis Robinson of Cushing.
Sherer. Mrs. Toner who is to direct Funeral services were held at the these services; 8 p. m. Saturday, lec
treatm ent. Exam ination and diagnosis will be free.
the work has planned many interest home Friday afternoon.
ture: Sunday 11 a. m., consecration |
• • • •
It is understood that the Central ing features. Boys and girls from
service; 6.30 p. m.. Young People’s
113,116, 119
Maine Power Co. has accepted the Grade Four to High School are eligi
Frank M. Joyce
Legion; 8 harvest service.
city's offer and will pay to it $6000 in ble for membership.
•
•
*
•
News of the death of Frank M.
lieu of looking after the tracks left
Joyce of Salem, Mass., was received
At First Church of Christ. Scien
by the Street Railway dismantling
Seth B. Wetherbee who has been here with much surprise and regret tist,
comer of Cedar and Brewster
' process.
spending the summer in Warren, has Mr. Joyce was a native of this place
gone to Boston for a short stay before but for several years had done car' streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
and th e subject of the lesson sermon
Mrs. John Lane reports that she moving along to another part of the
work in Massachusetts. He tomorrow will be "Reality.” Sunday
was the pleased recipient Friday of country nearer the equator. “I am penter
was
the
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Levi
B
School is at 11.45. Wednesday eve
fresh raspberries grown by Mrs. sorry to say goodbye to my friends
He leaves his widow, a son ning testimony meeting is at 7.30.
Ross Weymouth, Spruce street, and in Warren and the good old State Joyce.
Herman
Joyce,
and
daughter
Margery
The reading room Is located at 400
found them equal to the summer’s of Maine where I have enjoyed so
Joyce; three sisters, Mrs. Edgar
best.
many fine rides and the beautiful Smith of Portland, Mrs. Emery Bar Main street, and is open week days
from 2 until 5 p. m.
scenery,” he writes.
bour of Rockland, and Mrs. Napoleon
• • • •
Edward Peaslee who was severely
Trask
of
Atlantic;
two
brothers,
Her
injured in an accident near the high
Rev. George H. Welch will occupy
Several members of the local P ar man Joyce of Gloucester, Mass., and
school building several weeks ago and ent-Teacher Association are planning
the pulpit at the Universalist Church
who Is still at Knox Hospital was able to attend the Maine Congress of P ar Austin Joyce of Norwood,- R. I.
Sunday morning at 10.30. The quar
to sit up a few minutes Thursday. ents and Teachers In Portland next
te t will sing as an anthem “Holy Art
FR IEN D SH IP
Although his Improvement Is slow, it Tuesday and Wednesday. Several
Thou.” • (An adaptation of Handel's
There was quite a heavy frost in “Largo”) and Mrs. K atherine Veazie.
is steady and assuring.
I
officers of the National organization
lowlands Wednesday and Thurs soprano, will sing “Today If Ye Will
are expected to be present. Among the
day.
Miss Mabclle Brown of Thomaston, the principal speakers will be Gov.
Hear His Voice,” Rogers. Church
The harvest supper under auspices school will meet a t noon, junior
at one time proprietor of the Ma- Gardiner, who, it is thought, will give
Belle Beauty Shop in this city, opens an account of the recent Maine of the Methodist Ladies' Aid proved a Y.P.C.U. meets at 4 and senior at 6.
• * ♦ •
a new shop in Exeter, N. H., Monday. White House Child Health confer great success and the proceeds netted
$50. The tables decorated with au
With her will be associated Miss ence.
T
he
subject
of
the sermon at the
tumn flowers and loaded with good
Mary Lonergan. Misses Brown and
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
things
that
the
Friendship
ladies
so
Lonergan have been in Boston this
Something pleasantly different in
ing will be. "The Longest Bread
week taking a special course in the program line will be presented well know how to cook, met with Line.” There will be special music
praise
from
al!
quarters.
Members
of
beauty culture.
Monday at the Forty Club when the
Aid express appreciation for the by th e choir. The church school,
speaker, known and personally guar the
liberal
patronage and cooperation. with classes for all ages, will meet at
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector of St. anteed by the committee, will tell
The
president
also extends thanks to noon. The Christian Endeavor meet
Peter's Episcopal Church, enters upon "Fifteen Immortal Jokes." “Anna
ing will be at 6.00. T he people’s eve
all
the
helpers.
a month’s vacation today, planned to Coughlin Day” will be observed Oct.
ning service will open with the pre
Frank
A.
Geyer
who
has
been
con
provide rest and change from the 12 and the club will in the next few
lude and big sing at 7.15. Mr. Mac
fined
to
the
house
with
a
severe
cold,
church duties to which he gives con meetings hear Gov. Gardiner on the
Donald's subject will be, “God's Wel
is
improving.
tinuous and devout attention. Dur Code Bill, President Franklin John
come Sign." This day will open Rally
(Exactly as shown) with
Clarence
Miller
is
visiting
his
ing his absence Rev. P.T.B. Franklin, son on “The New Colby" and the first
Week. Rally prayer and praise meet
chaplain of Maine State Prison and Forty Club “Five Minpte Meeting.” daughter Mrs. Clayton Oliver in ing will be held on Tuesday evening
mantle and reservoir
Thomaston.
rector of the Thomaston church, will
a t 7.15.
All
roads
led
to
Union
fair
this
week.
have charge of the services in the
Under the auspices of the UniverMiss Marguerite Condon of Port
Rockland parish.
salist improvement society a public land visited her father Capt. Orrin
“On the road to repentance" will
supper will be given in the church
be th e subject of the pastor's sermon
The World's Series stands one vestry Wednesday at 6 o'clock. The Condon over last weekend.
Eugene F. Wotton of Randolph was at tb e Littlefield Memorial Church
all as the result of St. Louis' bril menu will feature delicious fall vege
morning at 10.30. There will
liant victory over the Athletics yes tables. Mrs. Susie Davis as chairman the guest of Wardell McFarland Fri gunday
(Without Reservoir)
be a duet by Mrs. G race Fish and
terday. The next game will be will be assisted by Mrs. E. E. Stod day and Saturday.
Mrs. Christine Dorman.
Junior
played Monday in , Philadelphia dard, Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, Mrs.
Mrs. Helen Phlllpls and daughter Church will meet at 10.30 under the
where .the next three contests will Ella S. Bird. Miss Mabel F. Lamb, Jean of Brookline, Mass., is the direction of Miss Olive Bragg; Sun
take place if three are necessary. Mrs. Nettie Stewart, Mrs. George L. weekend guest of Doris Spear, Thom day School at 11.45 w ith a place for
Should either team fail to win thrfre St. Clair, Mrs. Ralph L. Smith, Mrs. aston. They return Sunday accom everybody and B.Y.P.U. a t 6.15 led by
straight back to St. Louis they go Ava Lawry and Mrs. C. E. Rollins.
panied by Mrs. Mildred May who will Howard Chase, using the subject,
for the climax of what is already a
be their guest.
“W hat Jesus teaches about obedi
notable series. The Athletics are
James A. "Tyrus” Cobb, formerly
ence.” At 7.15 a praise service of 15
still pronounced favorites for the of this city, has joined the Maine
The Sunshine Society is invited to m inutes led by the young people's or
series with odds ranging from 5 to 3 Central Speed Boys’ Bowling League meet Monday afternoon with Miss chestra will be followed, by the ser
to 2 to 1.
in Portland and had a five-string Olive Tolman at the home of Miss mon on “The great attraction.” The
We Pay the Freight!
total of 543 in his first game, which Marcia Farwell, 20 Summer street.
young ladies' choir will sing and Nor
The Speech Readers Club will hold is not considered a bad stunt in view
man Crockett will sing a solo. Prayer
BORN
its first meeting of the season Wed of the fact that he had not sent a
Knox Hospital. Rockland. meeting on Tuesday evening is held
nesday afternoon at 2.30. in the club ball down the alley since last April. CONWAY—At
Sept. 27. to Mr. and Mrs Theodore a t 7.30.
'
room of the Central Maine Power Ty" says that the Maine Central
Conway, a son. Douglas Ernest.
building. This room, the use of boys are planning a Maine tour this
As we understand th e news from
MARRIED
which has been kindly ,offered the fail and that Rockland is one of the
Rochester. N. Y . Cuba, Machado has crushed the re
club, has recently been redecorated places they expect to visit. “Valiev KINNEY-NEWBERT—At
Sept. 22. by Rev. Whitney Yeaple. Wtl- bellion, and he has the loyal support
and with new draperies at the win had better get his railroad team to
Ils Kinney of St. George and Miss Ar of all but ninety-five per cent of his
dows presents a most attractive ap gether and practice a bit,” he says.
lene Newbert of Thomaston.
adoring people.—The New Yorker.
pearance. The meetings are to be Ty sends his regards to the boys, es
DIED
held weekly on Wednesday, and will pecially John Thomas and Charlie
DEAVER—At Wyncote. Pa.. Sept. 25.
Although Jouett Shouse is for the
be largely devoted to practice of Lawry.
Dr. John Blair Deaver of Wyncote and moment keeping quiet about it, there
speech reading, the Kinzie Method
Will be included with every sale of a Kineo
Waldoboro, aged 76 years.
The harvest bridge given at Grand WHITCOMB—At Arlington. Mass. Sept. is little doubt that deep down in his
to be studied this fall.
30. Charles T. C. Whitcomb, native of h eart h e is quite ^fre th a t President
Army hall Wednesday evening under
Thomaston.
Hoover is responsible for the pro
Something entirely new and dif the auspices of the social committee
Range, free of charge for a limited time
JOYCE—At
Salem. Mass.. Sept. —. Prank
ferent In electric room heaters may of St. Peter’s Church proved very
Maynard Joyce, native of Swan's longed drought and forest fires in the
be seen at the Stonington Furniture successful, there being eight tables
Northwest.—Springfield Union.
Island, aged 55 years.
Co. It is wonderfully efficient, eco in play. Honors were won by Mrs. McKAY—At Swan’s Island. Sept. 30. Mrs.
James McKay, aged 70 years. 6 months,
nomical and handsome, yet costs W. H. Anderson, Mrs. Lucius York.
Something entirely new and dif
6 days.
only $6.95, fully guaranteed. It cir Mrs. H. H. Flint, Mrs. Lillian McRae, JOYCE—At
Atlantic. Oct. 1. Seth Joyce, ferent in electric room heaters may
culates heat throughout the room, Mrs. Elizabeth Murray, Mrs. Jamie aged 60 years. 9 months. 17 days.
be seen at the Stonington Furniture ,
son Spear, Mrs. Ernest Crie and Mrs
banishing cold and damp.—adv.
Co. I t is wonderfully efficient, eco
Nettie Lord, awards consisting of
CARD OF THANKS
nomical and handsome, yet costs
We wish to thank friends, neighbors
Change of schedules of Maine Air vegetables, fruit, staple groceries and and
the Grange, who were so kind dur only $6.95, fully guaranteed. It cir
Transport Co. Planes leave Rock a cake which went to Mrs. Anderson. ing our son's illness.
culates heat throughout the room,
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Bellmore.
land for North Haven, Vinalhaven The committee in charge comprised
banishing cold and damp.—adv.
North Haven.
and Stonington 8 a. m. and 4 p. m. Mrs. Thomas Foley. Mrs. R. D. Sa
RAPHAEL S. SIIERMAN
Rockland,
Islesboro.
Stonington, vllle, Mrs. George B. Davis and Mrs.
CARD OF THANKS
,21 Grove Street
Tel. 103-W
Brooklin and Bar Harbor route dis W. C. Ladd, who were assisted by
I wish to express my sincere appri
ciation and thanks for the many kind
continued until further notice—adv. Mrs. Arthur Wisner.
Sales Representative
nesses rendered by friends and neigh
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
during my recent illness, and to
Supper Unlversallst Church Wed. (R bors
At this season of the year we make
especially acknowledge the receipt of
Tel. 1250
Rockland, Me.
box of excellent fruit so thoughtfully
all forms of automobile Insurance our p. m. Menu: Cold meats, mashed po asent
by the Dorcas Circle of King’s Chevrolet Passenger C ars and Trucks
specialty. Tel. 675. Roberts & Veazie tato, squash, shelled beans, rolls, Daughters.
Used Cars of All Makes
Mrs. Thomas Simpson.
Inc. M. F. Lovejoy Mgr., Masonlf pickles, doughnuts, pies, cake and
117&119Stf
Warren.
•
toffee, AU for 35c,
119-120
SERMONETTE

D
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D o e s it

H u rt
H e re
Have you callouses, cramped to es or burning
sensations at the ball of th e fo o t? How
to get relief from th is or any other Foot
Trouble will he dem onstrated a t our store

TU ESD A Y, OCTOBER 6
by a Foot Comfort Expert o f th e New York
Staff o f Dr. Wm. M . Scholl, noted Foot
Specialist — Ao C h a rg e f o r H is S ervices!
I f you suffer from your feet, it will be to your everlasting benefit to
visit our store on the above d ate. You will receive an analysis o f
Pedo-graph prints o f your stockinged feet and be shown exactly
w hat your foot trouble is. T h e D r. Scholl A ppliance or R em edy
you need is then dem onstrated so that you m a y know how co m 
pletely comfortable it will m ake your feet. A ll this without cost to you!
Each visitor to our sto re d uring this
D em onstration w ill receive a sample o f
Dr. Scholl's Z IN O -P A D S fo r Corns, and
Fa copy o f D r. Scholl's l>ooklct, ‘ *Thc Feet a n d T h e ir Care.”

• FR EE!

McLAIN SHOE STORE
Rockland

432 Main Street,

ROCK GARDEN PLA N TS
100 Varieties, 6 for $1.00— our selection

R ecta l C linic

Also Choice Perennials for Fall Planting

LILY PO N D NURSERY
GEORGE H. GLAENTZEL, Prop.

C am den, Me.

Telephone 465

119-122

A tte n tio n H o m e m a k e r s ! . . . .
H ere is you r opportunity to get rid o f your
old k itch en eq u ip m en t
T r a d e it in for a NEW KINEO R A N G E
Extra Liberal A llow an ce!

A Y ear To Pay!

15 D ays’ F r e e Trial!

THE S T A R KINEO

SPECIAL LOW
TERM S

$89.00

$5

Down

and Only $2 Weekly

THE S T A R KINEO

Mail th e Coupon
N ow

$68.00

FREE w ith each K in eo Range FREE
A 9x12 C on gok u m Rug

JOIN
OUR
RANGE
CLUB

Temple.—adv.

46-S-tf

Other Kineo Ranges—
$79, $98, $105, $112,
$124.50 up to $235

Eastern Furniture Co.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
Oct. 3, 1931
Gentlemen:
Please ship immediately STAR KINEO RANGE priced
$............... freight prepaid. I enclose $5 deposit and agree to
pay $2 weekly until paid. After 15 days’ trial if I am not en
tirely satisfied I may return the range at your expense.

Name
Address

CREDIT
CHEER
FULLY
GIVEN

I

Every-Other-Day

Rockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, O c to b e r 3 , 1931

P age F o u r

and teTl me? TIT <Jo THe re st Til
fhe floor managers Tor a dancing
go now. No, sit still. I don’t want
partner. He’d resolved not to try
to take a chance of her seeing us
to think her out until afterward,
together. So longt”
but It was a resolution he couldn't
She came around Martin’s side of
keep. Who was she? What was
th e sofa, and without stirring he
she?
watched her go all the way to the
She wasn't a professionally “nice
girl” like Babe Jennings. Babe j stairs with a mind quite blank, how
would never have abandoned as | ever, as far as she was concerned.
He hnd something else to think
good a prospect as Lewis, nor
would she have ordered anything I about.
He had spotted his association
as cheap as root beer. No, this 1
with the name Rhoda. For the
girl lived in a different world al
past week some one had been ad
together from Babe’s, lie was cer
vertising every day in the personal
tain of that much anyhow.
column of the News for the ad
He smiled at the echo of her fine
dress of Rhoda McFarland. It was
speech In his mind's ear: “Max
p art of Martin's daily routine to
well, or Maxfield, or Maximilian."
read the personal column pretty
“There comes the orchestra," he
said. “Let's go down and dance I carefully. Every now and then he
found the beginning of a story in it.
again.”
He had especially noted these adver
Just then—they'd moved to leave
tisements for Rhoda McFarland be
the box, hut even the girl wasn't
cause of a minor oddity about
yet out of the corridor—lie saw
then). Usualty the advertisers for
Babe Jennings coming along with
the addresses of missing persons
a client in tow, and he got a fleet
ing notion that some sportive I were firms of attorneys who offered
th eir own names and addresses In
Olympian was having fun with him.
“Leap the Instant you’ve looked,”
at an ideal se tfull. Rut these had all been blind
It strikes one
For
the
one
thing
he'd
decided
he
story w ould be
was one of Martin's mottoes, and
tin g for a m yste
ads. The answerer was invited to
was
certain
about
concerning
his
one of th o s e
he set himself in motion across the
own companion was instantly de- i' communicate his facts to “X-203”
bungalow s atop
floor to where she stood without
or something of the sort, care of
molished.
of a g ian t hotel
pausing to wonder whether he
th e Daily News.
Babe said to her with sis
or a p a r t m e n t
hadn’t imagined that nod, or what
Today the form of the ad had
house; a h a b ita 
terly familiarity, “Hello, Red! You
the consequences would be if he
chang.-d. Rhoda McFarland, it had
tion up In the
through
with
that
box?”
had. Had he ever seen her be
sky, attached at
His girl—“Red," indeed!—an- I said, would learn something to her
t h e foundation
fore? Was that why he had smiled
swered
In a perfectly matter-of-fact : advantage by communicating witit
to the p a ren t
at her? Well, he was In for It i way, “Yes,
“X-203” : Rhoda -McFarland, though,
come In. We’re going
structure, b u t
now.
not Rhoda White.
to dance.”
otherw ise se p a 
He touched her companion on the
What had made the memory of
ra te and a p a rt
It wasn't until then that Babe
arm—a very solid arm —and said,
th a t series of advertisements pop
from It. T here
recognized
him.
“Hello.
Marty!”
|
“May I cut in?”
Into his head so suddenly? Max
a re
num erous
she said In lively surprise. “I’ve
From the way they both flashed
dwelling places
was to find out where the girl lived
been
looking
around
for
you.
But
|
of such c h a ra c 
around on him you'd have said he’d
tonight, because they hadn't any
I
didn't
know
you
two
knew
each
j
ter perched on
surprised them equally. But in her
tim e for fooling around. She might
other.”
the roofs of the
face, which was the only one he
see that ad in the paper tomorrow
His
companion
smiled.
“We
taller buildings
looked at, there dawned a delighted
and answer it. Martin sat sud
of large cities,
don't,”
she
admitted.
“We
picked
llrn ry K itehell
recognition that would have con
denly erect and then slumped back
where the Inhab
each other up In the middle of the
W ebster.
vinced anybody.
again into the corner of his sofa.
itan ts a re more
last dance."
"I thought I saw you just a min
secluded and exclusive th an they
H ad It been his Rhoda they had
"I
wish,"
Martin
put
in,
"that
|
residence on the
would be in
ute ago," she said. Then, to the
been talking about?
you'd
he
good
enough
to
Introduce
j
ground. T heir only contact w ith
man she was abandoning. “You'll
He hadn’t yet seen the man who
us.”
neighbors is In the elevators w hich
excuse us. won’t you? It's literally
c arry them to their lofty aeries.
It amused him to see that Babe j was still sitting on the sofa be
forever since we've had a' dance
Suppose a rich man wished to fit up
was shocked. “Miss White," she 1 hind him, but the woman had called
together.”
him Max. The obvious thing to do
such a place for secret purposes,
said with cold formalilty, “let me
Forbes felt himself wearing an
was to walk around the sofa and
w ith sin ister designs back of the
Introduce
Mr.
Forbes.”
She
added,
proceeding. He could have sound
indecently broad grin as he danced
take a look at him; find out if he
as she turned away to summon lief
proof w alls and vaults like those of
away with her over th at ‘‘literally
was the same Max th at Rhoda had
companion who had been hanging
a bank. He could w ork alone or
forever” of hers.
She had told
wanted to be rescued from. But
In
the
background,
that
she
liked
could house a staff of tru sted con
the blighter the exact tr u th !
to do that openly would probably
federates. He could fit up a prison
some people’s nerv e!
“I didn't know anything like this
give away to the blighter the fact
and inveigle into It anyone whom
Babe's disapproval of their tna»could happen,” he said, after they'd
th a t his conversation with the wom
he cared to detain. M aintaining an
ners
advanced
their
acquaintance
an had been overheard by some one
danced in silence about half-way
existence entirely independent of
another step. He said to her a ,
the rem ainder of the building, as
who took an Interest in i t Better
around the floor, “and I don't know
they danced, “I don’t like that
m any actually do in such dw ellings,
yet how It did happen. It's more
sit still a minute first and check
name: Babe Jennings’ nickname for
he would be alm ost as secure from
up.
like a perfectly gorgeous dream j you.”
surveillance and interference as he
The pair wanted to find a girl be
than anything else."
would be were he located u n d e r
She smiled good-naturedly.
Jf
"Don't wake up, then,” she said.
fore somebody else did, somebody
ground. I t would be a choice spot
Why not? It fits."
It was an easy Injunction to
who was advertising for her. The
in which to perpetrate a m urder
“That's Just what It doesn’t." h»
and keep it dark indefinitely.
obey. Whether she was a perfect
woman had thought she recognized
Insisted.
“I
want
a
better
name
But there are no m urders in H en
her but hadn't been sure. Appar
dancer for all the world or had been
than that to think of you by. I
ry Kitehell W ebster's story, a l
specially created for him, he didn't
wish you'd tell me your real one* 1 ently she'd lent for Max to come
though it does introduce a m y steri
and scrape an acquaintance with
know. He might consider It later,
ous bungalow on the roof of a g re at
She looked rather senrehin-t;
the girl and find out whether she
but it wasn't worth speculating j Into his face for a moment hehotel, a bungalow in which the read 
was the one they wanted. “She's
about now. They merely danced. I fore she answered, but the decision
e r is a w itness to some strange h a p 
When disengaged, they stood I she’d hesitated over was iti Ids , th e girl, all right,” Max had said.
penings and experiences a num ber
of sw ift and unique thrills. There
She was a “cagey little brat,” but
looking at each other he said, al
favor. “You may not like mv
is plenty of excitement, but n o th 
most reverently, “G osh!’’ and her
real name, either,” she said. “It's I he'd found out her first name. And
ing m orbid or gruesome about the
this, added to the woman's halffaintly audible sigh expressed the
Rhoda. Yon don't like It, do you?
tale. It is m ostly a happy story,
same thing.
exhibiting a delightful vein of com 
I Or If you do,” she went on, over- I recognition. he regarded as conclu
sive. He wouldn’t have said that,
"Do you have to go back?" he
edy, w ith the spirit of youth and
riding the protest he made, “what
wouldn't have gone through the
love's young dream exemplified in
protested. “—To him, I mean."
made
you
look
so
funny
when
I
the ch aracters of a sw eet g irl and
process at all. Martin reflected, had
“To Mr. Lewis? No, I don't have
told
you?”
an energetic, capable, g o -g etter type
th e name under which the girl was
to go back to anybody.” She
He didn't try to deny that he
of young man.
Introduced to him been that of the
smiled faintly as she said that.
might have looked funny. “I've got
girl he was looking for. The first
He was thrown out of his stride
some association with the name
name fitted in. and the second one
for a second by a pleasant percep
CHAPTER I
that I can't spot. I’m sure I don’t
didn't; Rhoda White, Instead of
tion that she knew how to pro
know anybody named Rhoda. But
Rhoda McFarland.
nounce the name “Lewis."
Red Hair.
the name's been In my mind within
His sensitive reporter's nose hnd
“Well, then, why . . , !” he
HE first movement wits compli
the last three days.”
detected the trail of a story and
began when he got the rails
cated and, being the first, is
“Well, don’t try to find it now."
mere professional instinct started
probably worth disentangling. Aft again.
stie admonished him. “You don’t
him off planning how he could run
“Just because you were kind
erward. when there was time to
dance as well when you think.”
it down. Talk to Bahe Jennings to
enough to ask me if I didn’t wish
think, Martin Forbes went hack to
So for the next few mirnyes they
night and find out how much she
to he rescued,” she explained, "it
it himself.
,
dispensed with thinking altogeth
knew about the girl. She probably
doesn't follow that you’ve taken me
He had come to the Alhambra to
er. They allowed themselves, in
knew where she lived, anyhow.
on indefinitely. Haven’t you any
night at the suggestion of Babe
deed, to become a little too obliv
Get at the advertising' file tomor
body to go back to?”
Jennings.
She was going to be
ious to their surroundings. In the
row morning and find out who
He laughed. “Not a soul,” he
there, she said, and if she gave him
next
pause,
as
they
stood
waiting
X-203 was. For a guess, he'd turn
told her. “Let’s go up to one of
the high sign he was to take it as
those boxes in the balcony and get I f? r
or^hestra to go on, Marout to be the C. J. whom Max and
„
...
! tin Sflw
n
fllflVor
A
T
0
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permission to cut in on her part
saw a flicker of a frown cross
his lady friend were trying to take
a soda or something.
ner and dnnee with her. Martin
the girl's eyebrows, and the next in
advantage of. And then go through
Her wants in the way of refresh
took a partyly professional inter
stant a voice said at his elbow,
all tiie McFarlands in the “morgue"
ment were modest.
A glass of
est in Babe. She had a very good
“May I have the rest of this
to see if he could discover any rea
root beer was the only thing she'd
job on his paper as an ad-taker,
dance?”—a rather seared voice; it
son why a Rhoda of that name
have.
but she had an avocation which he
wouldn’t be Lewis, anyhow—and he
should have changed it for the
“It was a funny coincidence,” he
was given to understand was even
turned to see a blushing eager
colorless name of White, and dis
remarked, “your saying, as you did
more lucrative. She was, more or
youngster who’d cut in on him.
appeared.
less, on the staff of the Alhambra.
Annoying as the intrusion was.
His reporter's mind went as far
She was what might be called a
as that point as easily as a wellMartin couldn't heln liking the girl
professional nice girl.
lubricated car rolls down hill. But
better for her kindness In putting
nt that point It stopped with a
Men in pursuit of vice didn’t
the shy boy at his ease. She In
come to the Alhambra. It wasn’t
Jolt that both shocked and aston
troduced him to Martin—Higgins,
ished him. He saw her face smil
that sort of a place. But lots of
his name was—and deuced away
ing nt him in friendly confidence as
men did come who wanted a girl
with him. It pleased Martin,
she’d smiled when she danced away
to dance with and take out to sup
though, to observe that he danced
with Higgins. He didn’t want a
per; a girl whose deportment,
badly.
story about her. He hated the idea
though not prim, would still re
He left the floor, and made for
th a t there was a story. If there
flect credit upon her companion; n
a vacant sofa, a low, high-hacked,
was one that for any reason she
girl who, if she liked you, wouldn't
j overstuffed thing, one of a pair tliat
wanted buried, buried it should re
mind your holding her hand in a
j stood hack to back thwartwise in
main for all of him.
taxi as you took her home, nor your
the side corridor. Its fellow had.
Something had happened to him.
kissing her good night when you
he noted, for Its solitary tenant a
He'd never fell like th at before. But
got her there. Well, Babe was one
girl whose aggressive hlondness
of the girls who supplied this de
made a really focused glance nec
mand.
essary to satisfy him that she
O U R JU N IO R PUZZLE
To the fiction writer, which Mar
wasn't Babe Jennings. Reassured
tin meant to be, she ought to prove
on that point he dropped Into the
a mine of variegated raw material.
vacant seat behind her. Rut he’d
hardly begun thinking about Rhoda
Even for her present Job she was
worth cultivating, he thought. His
when his attention was sharply di
specialty was feature stories. Some
verted. He felt a ja r as somebody
times the city editor sent him out
heavy sat down beside the woman
on assignments, but mostly they
on the other sofa and heard him
let him alone to pick things up
say to her, “Well, yon were right.
She's the girl.”
for himself. He hadn’t known
“Where is she now?"
whether or not Babe had anything
special In mind in suggesting that
“Out on the floor. She can’t see
us here. Well, I guess’ I've beaten
he drop around at the Alhambra to
the old man to It this time."
night, but he didn’t much care. He
“You?" the woman questioned
had a hunch that he was going to
“Because
I
Didn’t
Say
It
to
You
at
Ironically.
pick up gome sort of story between
All!”
“Oh, that was a good hunch you
now and bedtime.
had,” he admitted.
At the moment, however, he
Just now, that I had asked you If
The woman's comment was a
wasn’t thinking about his story. He . you didn’t want to be rescued, be
contemptuous laugh.
was wondering vaguely whether he
cause that is exactly what I did
Martin, interested without know
ask, I mean, those very words.”
hadn’t discovered a new law of
ing why, found th at by turning his
physics. Was your repulsion to
“Well,” she Innocently queshead sidewise so that his ear
the man you saw a pretty girl danc ! tioned, “why not?”
pressed against the back of the sofa
ing with directly proportionate to I “Because I didn’t say it to you at
your attraction to the girl?
he could hear better. The woman
■all. I was standing sixty feet away
was speaking now in a more con
from you. I said it to myself. How
There was nothing glaringly
ciliatory manner.
wrong about the bird. He might
did you know exactly what I said?”
“Tell me how you made sure. I
“Telepathy," she told him; and
be something less than forty. He
suppose you got her to tell you
she said It with a grin.
had a meaty-looking face, with a
the whole story of her life."
complacent smile on it, and his
She leaned forward a little to
“I made a pretty fair start with
watch the crowd on the floor, but
dress was a bit foppish. He danced
her,” lie said complacently. "Site’s
Just as his gaze followed hers, she
well, but you could see he felt he
a cagey little brat, though, ami I
suddenly drew back into the shad
was giving the little girl a treat.
didn't want to press too hard.
ows of the box. The reason was
No, there was no law about It.
I'll get more next timet But
plain enough. The man he'd res
Martin would have hated him any
I found out her first name, and it
where.
cued her from—Lewis, If that was
fits.”
I
Just as the music stopped they
his name—was coming across the
Kept her own first name, did*
turned so that he could see the
floor. Martin drew back, too.
19” tho
lip J
she?”
the wnttv.m
woman said. “Slip’tf
“She's Ithe
girl’s face, and. in sheer pleased
“Do people’s names ever strike
one, then. 1 was practically sure
surprise, he smiled at her; Invol
you ns misfits?” he asked. “His
when I saw her.”
untarily. But it was like a headA *PACKAGE F O R ANN
does. My idea of a man named
“I guess it's all right," the man
on collision, for her look met his
Lewis doesn’t look like that."
said.
"It
won’t
do
any
harm,
though.
Ann is very m uch excited, for
absolutely true. There was a sub
“It may not be his real name,’’
If I try to find out some more about
stratum of smile about It, but above
she has just received a package
she remarked, “or he may have
her.”
that there was a sort of half-serious
from her Aunt A nn and it looks
changed It from something else.
The woman uttered another short
desperation that had reference.
quite mysterious to Ann. Of
People do sometimes. All I know
unpleasant laugh.
“You listen
Martin was sure, to the man she'd
Is that’s the way one of those men
course, it is h er birthday ’ and
here. Max," she said. “You’ve got
been dancing with.
In white trousers introduced him
A u n t Ann w rote A nn she was
Just one job tonight. Find out
"Want to he rescued?” Martin
to me. He asked me to call him
where she lives. If I can get her
sending her som ething of silvet.
usked, safely enough, since she
Max, but I don't know whether
address, we’ll have C. J. where we
I f you want to see a picture of
stood twenty paces off and he
that's short for Maxwell, or Maxwant him. Until we know that,
w
hat is in the package, take
didn't, of course, speak the words
field, or Maximilian, or whether it's
we’re nowhere. We haven't any
y o u r pencil and join all the
aloud.
his whole name.”
time to waste fooling around. She
numbered dots together, start
But, exactly aS if she'd heard
He couldn’t be sure In the dim
may see that ad tomorrow ami an
ing with dot n u m b er one and
him, she perceptibly nodded her
light of the box, but he thought
swer It. Find out where she lives.
head and then looked up at her
ending with dot n i i ^ r twentyshe’d colored over this admission
As.soon as you know, come around
partner, who had spoken to her.
tJiat .she was Indebted to one of
tw o.

T

t

now wasn't the time to go into f
that. He must find Rhoda and
tell her what he'd overheard.
Then if she needed help, he’d help
her.
The music stopped sooner than
6
10
2
9
5
b
7
1
3
4
he’d expected It to, and he got up
precipitately.
If he'd seen Babe
Jennings coming along he’d have
ll
ii
sat still for another three seconds
w
and let her go by.
17
13 14
lb
15
As it was she saw him and sang
out to him ns she approached,
w
"Hello, Mnrt.v ! What have you done
20
21
19 W
18
with Red White?”
W
w
He could think of nothing better
21
13 W 14
15
to do than stay where he was and
answer her. "I had to let her
w
w
dance away with another man," he
P
17
lb
lb
said. “But I’ve got the next one
with her and I'm going to find her
5°
2.9
now.”
The thing he feared, but hadn’t
w
seen how to avoid, happened. With
34 35
W 33
31 31
a mighty upheaval the big man on
the other sofa got to his feet and
turned around. Babe gave a sort
W
3b
37
of gasp or squeal of surprise, and
w
then waited to see what was go
41
3?
40
Ml w
ing to happen.
M
"Oh, hello!" Max Lewis said. "I
didn’t know you were here. Did 1
w
4$
4b
44
43
hear you say you were going to
dance tills dance with Miss White?"
“I suppose th a t’s what you
49 I
47
48
heard," Martin replied. “I said it.”
W
Then he had what he welcomed as
56
51
an Inspiration. “Oh, I beg your
pardon," he went on, as If Just
awakened to his social obligation.
“Miss Jennings, will you let me
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Introduce Mr. Max Lewis?"
j 10-Moumful
; 39-Youth
1-Give
Bahe said she was delighted, and
14-River in France
40-A vegetable (pi.)
6-Torn
It seemed to Martin that her en
16- Agitate
11- River in England
42- Female saint
thusiasm was unfeigned. Appar
17-Ascend
(Fr., abbr.)
12- At sea
ently Lewis thought so, too. Any
43-Comparative ending 19-Clothed
13- Negative reply
how, neither of them objected
of adjectives
^l-R ecords
15-Rent in pieces by
44- lnclined
23-A large sea-duck in
an explosion
northern regions
17- Rccording Secretary 46-A continent (abbr.)
i25-An island in the
(abbr.)
47- Noisy
Cyclades group
48- English college
18- Bind
50-Cares for during an 27-June-bug
20-A weasel-like
28-Decay
illness
carnivore
30-Sharpened
51-Skips lightly
21-Edge
31-Serious
22-Serf
32-A Hebrew month
VERTICAL
24-Concealed
33-Lowly
25-High table-land
34-Dines
1-Batted a baseball
(Sp.)
35-Fancies
lightly
26-Mocker
37-Peruses
2-Very
28-Repulse
40-A color
3-A small cask
29-Scent
4-Capital of Norway 41-A bristle (Bot.)
30-Game played on
44-Maritime signal of
5-Season
horse-back
distress
31-Cavalry sword
6-G raded
7-River in Bohemia 45-Put on
33-Traveled by auto
47-Lawrence (abbr.)
8-Suffix meaning
36-River in Germany
49-S. E. State of U.
footed
37-Portuguese coin
(abbr.)
9-Father
38-Heavenly body
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this

QUCH a scene should
never be played to
empty pews — and, say
what you please, a full
church means good ad
vance notices. Most of all,
plenty of invitations—
atistocratic-looking ones,
beautifully engraved. )
Such invitations should
be engraved upon the
rich, vcllum-like texture
ofLinweaveWedding Pa
pers. May we show them
to you?
The Courier-Gazette
-----,
W E D D IN G

PAPERS

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
BOATS
Between
ROCKLAND
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington,
Swan's Island
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
JULY 1
Subject to Change Without Notice
Eastern Standard Time
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
sonal columns of the News Tor'the !
address of Rhoda McFarland. The i
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex3
cept Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
reason I’d noticed It was that it )
Arriving at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and
was always a blind a d ; the adver
2.20 P. M. Returning leaves Rockland a t
tiser, I mean, never giving his own |
9 30 A. M. and 3 30 P. M. direct for Vinal
haven, arriving at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50
name.”
P M
He had Instinctively avoided
STONINGTON
& SWAN’S ISLAND
looking at her while he was speak
LINE
ing, but the quality of the silence .
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
after he'd finished drew his eyes j
cept Sundays at 6.00 A. M., Stonington
Martin Nodded Them a Cheerful
around to her face. She was deeply
6.55, North Haven 7.50; due at Rockland
Farewell and Slipped Away Into
flushed.
about 9 00 A. M Returning, leaves Rock
land at 2 00 P. M.; North Haven 3.00,
the Crowd.
“ Well," she asked, as she encoun- ■
Stonington a t 4.00; due to arrive at
tered his gaze, a sharpness that
Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
when Martin nodded them a cheer
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
•onnded like panic audible In her
ful farewell and slipped away Into
80-tf
voice, “what lias th at go to do with
the crowd.
me?”
Later, but not until an hour or
He wanted to say, “You are
two later, going over the evening
WORK
Rhoda McFarland, aren’t you?” but
on foot, as it were, he was able
his nerve failed him. He didn't try
DONE ANYWHERE
didn’t matter whether he took you
to surmise that his complucency
to answer her question.
PROMPT SERVICE
home or followed you home. She
over the apparent success of his
“Was it Rhoda McFarland you
Water Pipes Repaired and Relaid.
said that as soon as they knew that,
maneuver, getting rid of both Lewis
heard
them
talking
about?”
she
Inside and Out Digging Included.
they'd have O. J.—whoever he Is—
and Babe with a single well-placed
asked at the end of another silence,
Pipes Wired O u t Sewers Dug.
where they wanted him. She said
Introduction, might have had some
her
voice
now
in
better
control,
Laid Out and Cleaned when
there wasn’t any time to waste be
thing to do with his discomfiture
“and
did
you
think
there
couldn't
i
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
cause you might see that ad In the
in the scene which followed with
be more than one person named j paper any day and answer It.”
Rocked, and Septic Tanks, Shallow
Rhoda. She, of course, couldn’t
Rhoda?"
Cellars Dug Deeper, Floors Ce
She snatched her hand away
have known how much deeper he’d
At last his mind was on the rails
long before he’d finished speaking.
mented and Walls Repaired, Cel
plunged into her affairs while she'd
again.
“I
didn't
hear
any
name
Now, in furious exasperation, she
lars Whitewashed.
been finishing out the dance with
mentioned at all. I'll tell you what
cried. “I—I—I!” Why do you
S. E. EATON
the negligible Higgins. And It
I did hear. The man said, 'She's
keep talking about me? Why
Tel. 1187-Y
Rockland, Maine
wasn’t surprising, if she’d felt
th e girl, all right.’ The woman
should I answer an advertisement
when he came up and took her arm,
.107-S-tf
asked him how he knew. He said
for Rhoda McFarland? I won’t. I'll
detaching her from her most re
the girl was a cagey little brat—
tell you that much, anjway. And I
cent partner with barely a word,
meaning, I suppose, that she hadn't
won’t let Max Lewis take me home,
that his manner was assuming a
told him as much about herself os
either. If that’s any Satisfaction.”
good deal too much, as if their
he tried to find out—but that he 1 “How will you keep him from
friendship hnd been a matter of
had got her first name. That name, ) following you home?"
months rather than of minutes.
[with an "CK. that coHBto‘1
apparently, cinched It, since the j
He saw she flinched at that, and
He'd been entirely unconscious of
woman had already half recognized i added, “Let me go with you now.
ARS
this manner at the time. All he’d
your face—the girl’s face, I mean."
We can give them the slip. Why
been thinking of was the Impor
She noted the slip and pounced : not? Why won’t you?”
tance of what he had to tell her
upon it angrily. “Why do you keep
“Because It’s all nonsense,” she
Sea View Garage, Inc.
and of what she In return would
talking about me? What makes | said weakly. "Because I want to
have to tell him.
689
MAIN
ST.
TEL. 1250
you think it has anything to do I stay and dance.”
He was aware th at she looked at
with me?”
ROCKLAND
“I’ll tell you what I’ll do,” he
him a little oddly as he started to
“I heard the woman cnll him
56-tf
said. “If you won’t let me take
lead her away, and he explained
Max,” he went on doggedly. “He I you home, I’ll follow you myself
bis action, adequately he felt, by
was Max Lewis, all right. I got a j and see that he doesn’t.”
saying, “We’ve got to find some
look at him later. I don’t know
place where we can talk. Sha'n’t
She was angrier than he now,
who the woman was. I didn’t even
we get out of this? I’ll take you
and apparently colder. "Why are
see her properly. It came out in
home If you like.”
you so anxious to find out where I
their talk that she’d been going by
live?" she asked. “Because you
At that she got rid of his hand
on the sidewalk Just as—just as
rather brusquely and turned to
think Fm Rhoda McFarland? And
th is girl they were looking for
stare at him, still half perplexed
there must be a story about me If ’
turned 1b. The woman thought she
Dispose of your Fowl and Chickens
but In rapidly mounting exaspera
I'm advertised for—and you want
recognized her, got hold of Lewis
now for the Jewish holidays and
tion.
to
get
It
for
the
paper?
Is
that
the
somehow, and had him come to the
receive Highest Prices.
“I don’t want to get out of this,”
way reporters do?”
dance to scrape an acquaintance
She said. “I came here to dance.”
It
didn't
occur
to
him
until
quite
Call or write
with you. I can’t help IL I do
Before he could speak, she added,
a bit later to wonder hew she knew
think It was you they meant. I
more amiably, “We can talk now,
he was a reporter. For the mo
knew he told you his first name,
COHEN BROS.
though, can't we? And look, there’s
ment he Just sat and stared at her,
but
I
didn’t
know
until
then
that
WARREN, TEL 2-3
a place we can sit." The sofa she
stupefied
at
the
gross
Injustice
she
you’d told him yours.”
And a Truck Will Call
darted off to take possession of oc
had
done
him.
Before
he
could
“I didn't," she Instantly put In,
106-tf
cupied perhaps the most public
get himself together to controvert
/With the emphasis, he thought, of
place in that entire public dance
the
monstrous
charge,
he
perceived
sudden relief. “The only person I
hall, opposite the head of one of the
the harmless, unnecessary Higgins
told my name tonight was you. He
flights of the grand staircase.
standing before them.
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
might have heard me tell you,
“That’s all right, Isn’t it?” she
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Rhoda saw him too and sprang
though," she added. "I saw him
asked.
to her feet. “Do you want me to
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
crossing the floor right near us
“I suppose so." he agreed dis
dance this one with you?" she
when
while
we
were
talking
about
it."
contentedly. “At least it's got its
asked him. “I’d love to.”
For a moment he thought she’d
back to the wall and no one can
METHYL BALM
Martin, boiling away inside like
given in and admitted she was
hear what we say without stand
will
bring, almost instant relief?
a
teakettle,
folowed
them
as
far
Rhoda McFarland. He moved his
ing right In front of us and lis
as the edge of the dance floor and
A scientifically compounded ex
hand to cover hers as he said, “Then
tening."
stood there a while making up
it's my fault really that he found
ternal application that should b«
“But what have we got to sa.v,”
his mind what he should do next.
out,
and
that
makes
me
the
natural
in every home. Sold only at
she demanded. “that anybody
Not
really
that,
perhaps,
he
con
person
to
help
you.”
shouldn’t hear?"
ceded
afterward,
so
much
as
fan
Johnston’s Drug Store
He thought It wasn’t his touch
“Please," he told her. “Of
ning his perfectly righteous Indig
she minded, for It wasn’t until he
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
course, I don’t know how serious It
nation
and
rather
enjoyed
It.
spoke
of
helping
her
that
she
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Is. You’!' know better than L It
Presently,
though,
his
reflections
snatched her hand away. “But I
75 cents
sounded to me like something you
ceased to be even dubiously enjoy
don’t need any help,” she told him
62-tf
ought to he told about.”
able.
A
chill
misgiving
blew
over
vehemently. “I haven’t anything
“Sounded? Do you mean you
him
that
Rhoda
might
be
right
to do with these people. I don't
heard people talking about me?"
after all. Lewis, he noted, was
know who Max Lewis Is. but I
“I tliink they were talking about
dancing with Babe Jennings with
don’t believe that he had any reason
you. I'm practically sure they
a contented absorption Inexplicable
In the world for getting introduced
were.”
under the hypothesis that his only
to me except that he thought I’d
His chain of Inferences had been
Interest tonight lny In taking or
be nice to dance with.”
► E M B A L M IN G -4
straight enough once, but it was
following another girl home. When
“They were trying to find you,”
tangled now.
“I’ll start with
MOTOR AM B U IA N tt
he
stubbornly
persisted,
“before
Martin perceived this, he turned
something else,” he said, after a
somebody else d id ; somebody they
away disgustedly and went home
moment’s silence. “Do you remem
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
a re afraid of, or are trying to
himself.
ber asking me why I looked funny
served the families of Knox County
take advantage o f ; an old man they
when you told me your name was
LADY ATTENDANT
spoke of as ‘C. J.' Do you know
Rhoda, and my saying I had an as
TO
BE
CONTINUED
■who It Is?”
Da, Tel. 450 781-1
sociation with the name that I
“I haven’t the remotest Idea in 5
couldn’t spot? Well, I have spotted
the
world.”
There
was
no
doubt
I
B U R P E E ’S
It now. For the last week there’s
she meant that. Apparently the 1
ROCKLAND, ME.
been an advertisement in the perquestion was a relief to her, for she 1
added: “Can't you see how It’s [
all nonsense?"
“Sit still another minute any- !
how and listen to the rest of It. ! SERVICE & REPAIRS I G LO B E L A U N D R Y
1855
1931
Portland, Main*
Then perhaps you won’t think it’a, [
ALL MAKES OF SETS
nonsense.
Quality Work,
Family Washings
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
“It was the woman who seemed i
Called For and Dslivsred
Waldoboro and Rockland
R. W . TYLER
most excited about you. She told j
Parcel Delivery Service
Highlands
Max It was his job,to find out where I
Artistic Memorials In Stone
PHONE
58-23
Walter
Dorgan, Tei. 106R
m i l Jiyei}
llv o rl ttonight.
n n trrlit
Q L a said
o n l,l It
It
TOO
She
IS S rtf.
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land High School was 242, the fresh
grove a t all without having dozens of
interesting to know the number of
RO CK PO RT
men class numbering 83.
these loathsome worms dropping
cars that passed through the village
I
THE SH O RT W A V ERS
Thomas P. Hayden sprained one of
upon us. It injured the trees great
both day and night during the three
his ankles stepping from the piazza
David Carey and Joseph Coughlin,
ly to have their foliage stripped off,
days of the fair.
of a cottage at Crescent Beach.
returning from the American Legion A D epartm ent For Code
but in time most of them recovered
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lamson
At the annual reunion of the Convention at Detroit, Mich., have I
and the grove became the resort of
were in Augusta Sunday.
Radio Fans C onducted
A review from the columns
Fourth Maine Regiment Second been guests this week of Mr. and Mrs. I
picnic parties once more, but later
Mrs. Ida Barrows, Miss Lottie
Since July 17, 1878, when I took
of this paper of some of the
Maine Battery, etc., Capt. Frank E. Chester P. Wentworth before p ro -!
the timber was needed and brought
Ewell, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter
By R. W aldo T yler
my
first
trip
on
the
steamer
Cam
happenings which interested
ceeding
to
their
home
at
Beverly,
Adella F. Veazie
Aylward was elected president. The
a good price, so the trees were cut bridge from Rockland to Bangor (I and child, and Mr. and Mrs. Leman
Rockland and vicinity in this
vice presidents were George S. Mass. They were joined here Wed
down, to my great grief, for this was
ISS
Rockland 5 a. m., arrived at Oxton of West Rockport attended a
month. 1906.
nesday
by
Joseph
Sullivan
of
Boston
Cprver of Vinalhaven, Frank P.
The “Hamfest” scheduled for Oak
a favorite play ground with me and left
Bangor
12 noon), I have made many family gathering Sunday at Mr. and
Witham of Rockland and Edgar for the remainder of the week.
in later years this and the pasture
(Number Twenty-four)
land Park Sept. 20 was held at the
|
trips
on
the various steamers of the Mrs. Frank Vaughan’s, Rockland
Crockett of Rockland. John W.
Mrs. Edward W. Bok has closed her cottage of Neil Packard’s brother at
above it produced many quarts and
Boston
and
Bangor line. The Ka- Highlands.
“Up
to
the
big
rock,”.
“Down
to
the
Fifty Rockland people attended T itus was elected secretary and summer home on Beauchamp Point
even bushels of wild strawberries,
Hurrying to board the school bus
Glencove..
There
was
little
incon
tahdin,
Penobscot,
City of Bangor, Wednesday
quarry
gate,”
“Out
to
the
big
ledge,”
the performance of “Her Great treasurer.
and returned to Merion, Pa.
but some who went there for them
morning Miss Elsie Lof
;
City
of
Rockland,
the
Belfast,
the
"Up
in
the
oaks,"
“Down
to
the
shore
Dr. Chester Wiggin received his
Match” at Jefferson Theatre, Port
proved unappreciative of the privi
man stepped in front of an ap
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Thomas re venience in the sudden change of 1village.”
I
Camden
have
borne
me
o’er
the
deep
land. Maxine Elliott was starring physician’s certificate from the Ver turned Tuesday night from a visit in plans and the attendance"was nearly
lege and stoned the cows, left the
proaching car and was knocked
How many scenes pass before me bars down and pushed rocks off the blue sea. The running time of the across the road. She was taken to
and in the cast was also Suzanne m ont Medical School.
Hartford, Conn., where their son 100% in spite of an all day drizzle,
steamers
on
the
Penobscot
River
in
Mrs. N. B. Dunton was elected Richard is a student at Trinity Col several attending who did not come as I recall these purely local names, wall in order to climb over more
Perry of Rockland.
Knox Hospital where examination
which I in my childish ignorance felt easily, so the pastures were posted i the earlier days must have been very showed several ribs were broken and
A rich harvest followed close time president of the Auxiliary of the lege. They enjoyed many side trips
to
the
lake
picnic
early
in
the
sum
different
from
what
it
is
today,
for
| to be real names and real localities, and ceased to be public pleasure
on lobsters at Matinicus. On the W.F.M.S. of the Methodist Church. going as far as New York city. Mr.
some injury to her back besides
I find in Dad's diary the following many
just as real and permanent as Bos- grounds.
Frank M. Sherer was appointed as Thomas will resume his position at mer.
first day at noon, Capt. Hiram
bruises.
entry:
Very little business was discussed . ton or Rockland. “Up to the big
Smith had received 1000 and J. F. sistant janitor of the Federal build Perry's Market, Rockland, Monday.
I learn in later years that many
The trees are beginning to wear
“Aug.
14,
1878—Took
boat
for
Hall 600. It was estimated that the ing.
their autum n garb and many are the
The T. Charlton Henrys have re although it was rather more of a suc [ rock” meant a well known boulder in pastures are so posted to protect the
Oliver Otis acted as editor of the turned to Philadelphia after spend cess along progressive lines than was Will Ingraham's pasture rather more cattle and not because the owner Rockland, arrived there at 1 p. m." brilliant colors already in evidence.
day’s catch would be 5000. SmackThe
running
time
up-river
was
7
Waterville Sentinel during the po ing the summer at their cottage on the other outing. Highlights of the than half way to “the lookout.” Lit- wants the berries. If persons would
men were paying 15 cents apiece.
far Jack Frost has not nipped the
so we must have left Bangor So
Mrs. Richard C. Hall was elected litical campaign.
event were: The assurance of Harry J tie ferns grew in the crevices of this use a little horse sense and treat ahours,
vegetable
gardens nor put an end
Beauchamp Point.
t 6 a. m.
president of the W.C.T.U.
Mrs. A. B. Butler was elected
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Spear re Dow that he would be on the air this boulder and there were several pastured cattle as they would wish
W hat time the steamers left Rock to the blossoming flowers here.
John Gamage, Jr., received a facial president of the First Baptist Choral turned Friday to Long Island, N. Y., winter; the Wilbur Fogg taxi to Cam rather precarious footholds on one their own to be treated berry pick
land for Boston I do not know, as it
wound through the discharge of a Association.
after SDending a vacation at the den after Ken Dyer; the late but side, but we often climbed it and sat ers would have many more privileges was many years later when I made
S O U T H TH O M A ST O N
Hon. Joseph G. Cannon, speaker of home of his parents Mr. and Mrs. “glorious" arrival of W1AYL, and F. on the top in state; feeling th at we than they do at present.
revolver not supposed to be loaded.
had achieved wonders and were sitWilliam Perry, painter, was injured th e House of Representatives, ad William Spear.
“Down to the shore village” was th a t trip. I did make the trip from
W. Farrell’s custard pie.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Williams of
when the roof board gave way at dressed a mammoth political rally in
often curtailed to “Down to the Boston to Rockland on steamer K a
Neil Packard had the cottage warm i ting on top of the world.
Miss Annie Russell who has been
“Down to the quarry gate” meant shore,” and when we now say, “going tahdin in the fall of 1881. I t was South Carolina are visiting his par
Daniel McLoud’s house and let the j Rockland at The Arcade. Ephraim summering at her Russell avenue cot and cozy even before the first man
Perry was chairman of the meeting, tage, has returned to her winter arrived and proved himself a per the entrance to the Bog quarry close down town,” we used to say, “going either in 1885 or ’86, during Fair ents Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams.
ladders violently to the ground.
The Get-togethers met Saturday
Hollis L. Patterson was fatally sh o t' and among those who occupied seats home.
fect host at short notice, everyone to where the chapel now stands. down to the shore.” This usually time, that I left Bangor on the
Katahdin. When we got to Belfast
at a Willow street residence by a I on the platform w * Col. Myron M.
Miss Elsie Lofman, a student at appreciating that the outing would This was usually my limit when I meant that we were going shopping. the Cambridge was there loaded night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Parker, a national committeeman.
revolver supposed to be unloaded.
Rockport High School, was badly in have been a “bust” if he had not went “a piece” with callers. There This meant a long, hard trip for a with excursionists for the Fair and Harvey Crowley and gave the latter
a surprise party in honor of her
was a large stone in the wall on the woman, as few had teams and most
Sch. J. W. Balano dismasted and j Eddie Kenniston who had been jured Wednesday morning when she come to the rescue.
water logged, was towed into ' pitching for Augusta, signed with the j was struck by an automobile while
In the absence of Ross McKinney I opposite side of the road, about a rod women walked down early in the had run on a rock. We took on her birthday anniversary. A very de
passengers and returned to Bangor;
Charleston, S. C. Capt. Wilbur M. Boston Nationals.
alighting from the school bus. She who was QRL elsewhere K. V. White i further on, and sometimes I was al forenoon, did the household shop then again started for Rockland, lightful affair is reported. Mrs.
Crowley was presented a handsome
• * • ■
ping for six weeks or six months as
Wilson and six members of the crew j
suffered four broken ribs and other acted as “loudspeaker” for the event lowed to extend my trip to this.
arriving at 3 a. m. The Knox and magazine table.
“Out
to
the
big
ledge"
meant
the
the
case
might
be,
and
walked
back
with
occasional
QRM
from
W1AYL
had meantime been picked up by the
injuries.
Miss
Lofman
is
the
daugh
T he marriages for this period
Mrs. Ada Snow who has made an
Clyde Line Steamship Chippewa and were:
who had something on his cuff to ledge th at rises like a small hill, at night up the side of the mountain Lincoln railroad station on Park
ter of Mikko Lofman of Rockville.
extensive visit in Winthrop, Mass.,
“pan" nearly every member of the close to the little pond near the well nigh exhausted by the trip. street burned that night.
taken into Boston. One of the sea
Harbor
Light
Chapter
O.E.S.,
will
Some day when you are in Boston returned home early this week. She
Rockland, Nathaniel Larrabee and hold its regular meeting Tuesday eve gang about. Those attending who Benner school house. There was a When she by chance happened to get
men was lost.
go to the Old State House, a t the
Barkentine Stephen G. Hart, sup Cora Pendleton.
ning with a rehearsal of the work im did not come to the other outing were large birch tree at the foot of this a ride part way or even up the k'.n liead of State street, and ask the a t was accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Sleeper for a few days’ stay.
Rockland, Aug. 22, George E. mediately following.
Frank Winchenbach Jr., Harry Dow ledge and many a happy hour have hill she accounted herself fortu
posed to have been lost in a hurri
tendant in the marine museum to
Mrs. Miriam Sellers has closed her
Mervyn Flanders, Norman Richards I spent there. The tree is gone, but nate indeed.
.
cane was towed into Saunderstown, Johnson of Holyoke, Mass., and Ada
Work is progressing rapidly on
show
you
the
picture
of
the
woodhome here and for the winter will be
L. Martin of Rockland.
I have seen a hard working man
R. I., with crew safe.
new macadam road being laid on and Charles Gould. The party dis a young one is growing out of a
burning
steamer
Bangor,
about
1837,
in Rockport where she has employ
Waldoboro, Aug. 29, Levine H. j Mechanic street and which is being i banded between 3 and 4 in the after crevice and bids fair to become as haul a barrel of flour home from
Leslie Whitney broke one of his
Horn of Portland and Miss Lula L. financed by Mrs. Edward W. Bok.
“the shore” in a little hand cart and a f ‘?rward sold to the Sultan of ment in th e home of Mrs. William
noon with a vote of thanks to Neil sturdy as its parent.
wrists while playing football.
Turkey
for
a
yacht.
There
are
also
Snowdeal.
“Up in the oaks" means very little one of his girls pushing from behind
Rockland Lodge of Elks received j Stahl of Waldoboro.
Word has been received by rela Packard and the firm determination
Mrs. Emily Watts visited her
St. George, Aug. 28, Rev. C. D. tives in town of the death of Mar to make the Knox County Amateur to any one now, as the oaks have on the up-hill grade. How they pictures of the steamers, New York
30 applications for membership.
Belfast, taken from the same cousin Mrs. Emma Alden in Union
John F. Clark sold his house on Hazelton of Milo and Miss Ardelle garet, wife of Fred W. Buzzell, for Radio Net a bigger and better organi been cut down so long a time that worked in those days! No wonder and
point on Castle Island, only a few this week.
Robinson of St. George.
Spruce street to J. E. Ladd.
merly of Rockport, which occurred zation with QSK for next summer. my own recollection of them is quite i that they were bent and old and
Boze.
John Heino and family who have
Searsmont, Aug. 18, Leroy Marri- Sept. 8 at her home in San F ran Several members later attended the faint and indistinct. I only remem worn out at sixty, and considered minutes apart.
John L. Donohue was tendered a
Somerville, Mass.
been occupying the Julian Snow
USNR drill at the home of K. V. ber that the Butler pasture, called old folks at fifty.
complimentary banquet at his cot- j ner and Miss Cora A. Mahoney.
cisco.
* • • *
place have moved to Owl's Head.
for years the “Cleveland pasture”
Newcastle, Sept. 4, Fred S. March
White in Rockland.
tage, Ingraham Hill, on the eve of
• *• *
Earl and Randall Hopkins and
of Newcastle and Ada F. Chapman
and before that, “Jim Ingraham's
RO CK V ILLE
his departure on a European trip.
Church Notes
FR
IEN
D
SH
IP
Milton Knowlton have opened Jim
oaks,” was once a growth of noble
Charles H. Cables bought the of Rockland.
Speaking
of
the
USNR,
here's
some
Methodist: Rev. F. F. Fowle, min- !
Miss Bernice Lermond of Lincoln
oak trees and at the farther end was
Union, Sept. 1, Chester W. Hannon
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jaseph have Williams’ pool room for the winter.
Tolman house on Lisle street.
ister: Sunday morning service with news. Local headquarters have been a chain pump, which was a great ville is visiting Miss Flora Wallace.
Mrs. Wendall Smith and son Rich
closed
their summer home, Porter
Dan Sully was a t Farwell Opera of Appleton and Ruby M. Upham of sermon
established
in
the
American
Legion
subject
"Why
Attend
Miss Dorothy Armstrong of Nashua Acres, and returned to Fitchburg, ard of Roslindale, Mass, are guests
curiosity to the children of the
House in “The Matchmaker.” A Union.
hall
on
Limerock
street,
with
a
trans
of her father Charles Davis who is
South Thomaston, Sept. 7, George Church;’’ Sunday School at 11.45; mitter and receiver doing duty there neighborhood as it was the only one N. H. motored to Boston Friday after Mass.
coming
attraction
was “David
enjoying a short vacation from his
B. Clark of Rockland and Helen M Epworth League a t 6 o’clock; evening on drill nights, (Sunday 7 to 9 p. m.) we had ever seen. It stood there for visiting Mrs. Clement Rinehart sev
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
A.
Sherer
of
Harum.”
service at 7; Johnson Society meets
duties on the steamer Vinalhaven.
years after I was grown up, and for eral days.
Muskegan,
Mich.,
and
Mrs.
Sherer’s
Chief Justice Andrew P. Wiswell Sm ith of Crescent Beach.
and
K.
V.
White
in
charge.
USNR
evening at home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jackson of
Adrian P. Marchand has been em sister, Miss Irene Smith of Fitchburg,
j aught I know may be there still.
Rockport, Sept. 12, Fred Small Wednesday
presided over the September term
call
letters
are
AH1C
and
the
ham
Albert Larson; Ladies' Aid Wednes
wood of Camden and Laura Ott of day as usual; Thursday evening call for the station is W1DDT. The Near it grew a large clump of milk ployed at Clark's drug store, Waldo Mass., have been guests at Dana A. Malden arrived Thursday to visit
of Supreme Court.
Sherer’s. The trip from Michigan relatives in town.
John F. Whitney of the steamship Rockport.
tentative lineup follows: Executive weed plants, which seldom bore boro, for two weeks.
prayer service a t 7.
many pods as I think the shade of The Consolidated, Capt. Charles was made by automobile.
East Saugus, Mass., Sept. 10, Allen
Mohican's crew discovered a fire in
officer,
Oscar
Crie;
publicitv,
R.
W.
Baptist Church, George F. Currier,
Fred Keene who was confined to
the forepeak and his promptness in J. Maker, formerly of Rockland and minister: Oct. 4 will be observed as i Tyler: records Charles Gould; head the trees prevented them from ma Dodge, sailed Wednesday for Dipper
The next time we fight a war we
Harbor, N. S.
the house for several days is some should pull our punches and not whip
having it extinguished made him the Mrs. Catherine Prior, both of East Rally Day in the church and Sunday quarters. Ray Easton and George turing.
One summer the foliage of these
Saugus.
Mrs. Clement Rinehart and son what improved and able to be out our adversaries so thoroughly that we
hero of the ship.
School; morning worship at 10.45, | Jackson. Oscar Crie is in charge of
Waterville, Sept. 12, William M. w?h children’s story and special Group 1, and Charles Gould is in oaks was completely destroyed by Jonathan returned Saturday to New again.
have to spend the next twenty years
Rev. Harry C. Leach sailed for
Rockville was well represented at helping them get back on their feet.—
Burmah, where he was to serve as H. Teague and Miss Myra S. Kal- music, sermon, “A Jonah Converted;" charge of Group 2. Each group al caterpillars, called locally "army York city after spending the season
worms.” We could not go into this here.
loch, both of Warren.
j Union fair this week. I t would be , Southern Lumberman.
missionary.
church school at 12; B.Y.P.U. at 6, ternates at the headquarters station
Rockland, Sept. 17, Charles H. with subject for discussion, “Why every other Sunday night, the off
J. W. Coakley had a very narrow
escape through the collapse of a Sukeforth and Miss Catherine E. Getting By Is Not Enough?” evening group standing-by at home receivers
brick vault. He w^s but little in- i Scarlet;.
service at 7, lecture. "Centers of when it is not its turn at headquar
Rockland, Sept. 18, Gardner L. Christian Fellowship;” illustrated ters. The program or operating
jured.
Tolman
of
Thomaston
and
Effie
L.
Jerusha G., widow of Nathan A.
hymn; Boys Handwork class meets schedule will appear in the column
Farwell, died suddenly at her resi Blackington of Lowell, Mass.
at parsonage Monday after school; later. Membership of the active men
Waterville, Sept. 17, William E. Scout meetings Tuesday night at 7: is Spaulding, Lee, Dyer, McNeil,
dence on Summer street, aged 90
years. Preceding her death less than Steam s, formerly of Rockland and ladies’ circle Wednesday; prayer Smith, Farnham and Hall and on the
waiting list are Havener, Henderson,
24 hours<*was that of her oldest sister, Bertha L. Brann.
meeting Thursday evening.
Stonington, Sept. 1, Michael L.
Risteen, Clinton. .Sadler, Orcutt and
Mrs. Roxana Dyer, 98, of North
Bartlett. The last Sunday night drill
Haven. The surviving sister was Thompson and Mabelle M. Grant.
Deer Isle, Sept. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. was conducted by Ken White with
Rockland, Sept. 26, William S.
Mrs. Lydia Hatch. 92.
the new transmitter and receiver in
Rich and Emma H. Crockett of Isle Alpheus Cole, a daughter.
• • « »
Razorville, Sept. 10, to Mr. and the new QRA for the first time.
Governor William T. Cobb was re- , au Haut.
Everything went off fine and the
Rockland, Sept. 25, Frank B. Greg Mrs. John Murray Carroll, a son.
elected by 9000 majority and Con
Rockland, Sept. 18, to Mr. and Mrs. Portland station gave AH1C a fine
gressman Littlefield’s majority in the ■ory and Catherine Chaples.
Second District was 1259. These i Rockland, Oct. 3, Carl W. Brown Frank E. Ulmer, a daughter, Frances report.
• • • *
county officials were elected: A. J.! of Norwich, Conn, and Mary Chand Edwina.
Deer
Isle,
Sept.
5,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ler
Norton
of
Rockland.
Here’s
another
little news item that
Tolman, sheriff; Philip Howard,:
will rejoice the locals. Neil Packard
county attorney; Elmer E. Jameson ‘ Camden, Oct. 8, M. Eugene Curtis David F. Tripp, a daughter.
Stonington, Sept. 3, to Mr. and has received his call letters from the
and J. C. Hobbs, county commis and Florence H. Knowlton.
Rockland, Oct. 2, Harry Carr of Mrs. Frank C. Tibbetts, a daughter, government; they are W1DEB. Grats
sioners; Clarence E. Paul, register of
Neil.
deeds; D. M. Murphy, county treas Sanford and Lina Bradbury of Margaret Alice.
Rockland.
Stonington, Aug. 30, to Mr. and
urer; L. M. Staples, State senator.
Thomaston, Sept. 26, E. Palmer Mrs. Walter E. Wood, a daughter,
• • • e
The local season opens Sunday.
and Annie Rowling, both Lenora.
This concerns the Knox County Net
A. C. Andrews long-time clerk at Robinson
of
Hurricane.
Stonington, Aug. 29, to Mr. and only and it is hoped that we may
Francis Cobb & Co.’s store retired on
Deer Isle, Sept, 25, Miller E. Colby Mrs. Frank M. Emerson, a daughter. carry on through the winter in a fair
account of ill health and was suc and
Miss Mildred Sylvester.
Deer Isle, Aug. 28, to Mr. and Mrs. ly businesslike manner. Cooperation
ceeded by Austin L. Hall.
Vinalhaven, Sept. 26, Daniel A. Fred L. Lufkin, a daughter.
between members is what will give
Fishermen were receiving only 20 Greene
and Cora E. Baggs.
Stonington, Aug. 27, to Mr. and us a good record and the roll for the
cents a quart for scallops.
Vjnalhaven, Sept. 30, Preston S. Mrs. Thomas A. Williams, a daugh first assembly will be called at 10
The removal of E. M. Shaw to Young
and Esther A. Murch.
a. m. Sunday morning. W1RU will
ter.
New York lost to Edwin Libby Post
• • * •
Pleasant Point, Sept. 17, to Mr. act as key station and will call each
its adjutant. He was succceeded by
and Mrs. Lemuel Miller, a daughter. member three times, scaling the 80
These births were recorded:
Capt. William P. Cook.
Sunset, Sept. 19, to Mr. and Mrs. meter band after each call. If the
The Camden Anchor-Rockland
Rockland, Sept. 12, to Mr. and Burton Brown, a son.
station called fails to report after
Machine Co. decided to remove its Mrs. Frank Thompson, a son.
Rockland, Sept. 20, to Mr. and three calls he will be marked absent
I ’/ l - t o n 1 5 7 - i n c h
entire plant to Camden.
Deer Isle, Sept. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. F. M. Leavitt, a son, Charles from assembly. After each station
NOTE: The model
C. U. Keen sold his cottage at Holi W alter L. Wilson, a daughter.
S ta k e T ru c k
has been checked for the roll W1RU
priced
at
$440
is
the
Marion.
day Beach to George W. Mugridge.
Warren. Sept. 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
will stand by for QSG or QSP or tests.
Rockland,
Sept.
21,
to
Mr.
and
open cab pick - up.
The total registration at Rock Arnold Kalloch, a son.
All messages coming into the net via
Mrs. Wilbur McInnis, a son.
Rockland, Sept. 24, to Mr. and W1RU for outside the State will be
(H uai w h n li tlandard)
Mrs. Edwin Thompson, a son, David routed through W1BOF in Rockland.
Stations
will
be
called
in
alphabetical
Vernon.
Warren, Sept. 22, to Mr. and Mrs. order and in answering the key sta
tion for the roll Jiould state QTC,
George E. Moody, a daughter.
B y a c tu a l ro a d p e r fo r m a n c e , w eek
ev ery d elivery a n d h a u lin g n e e d . T w e n t y - f iv e
Brooklyn, Sept. 24, to Mr. and Mrs. and how many, if there is traffic to
D. G. Munson, a daughter, Alice handle, and should give QRU if it
a
fte
r
w
e
e
k
,
m
o
n
t
h
a
ft
e
r
m
o
n
t
h
—
d
iffe r e n t m o d e ls. I lu lf - t o n a n d lV i-to n p a y -lo u d
wishes to communicate with the key
Haskell.
station
after
roll
is
called.
Stations
th e s ix -c y lin d e r C h e v r o le t h a s p ro v ed it s r ig h t
c a p a c itie s . T h r e e w h e e lb a s e le n g t h s . A w id e
Rockland, Sept. 15, to Mr. and
Plym outh before you bu y any motor
Mrs. Leander Nosworthy, a son, Ken having QTC or QRU for key station
will
be
called
in
the
same
order
in
to
h
e
c
a
lle
d
A
m
eric
a
’s
m
o
s
t
e
c
o
n
o
m
ic
a
l
tru
ck
.
v a r ie ty o f C h e v r o le t-d e s ig n e d an d C h e v r o le t neth Duncan.
Thomaston, Sept. 29, to Mr. and which they are called for the roll,
O w n ers h a v e fo u n d t h a t o n a t o n - m il e b a sis
car. E xperience for you rself its smooth,
b u ilt b od ies. J u s t n a m e t h e ty p e o f t r u c k y o u
those
with
-no
further
business
except
Mrs. David O. Dickey, a son.
reporting for the roll call being
Deer Isle, Sept. 27, to Mr. and Mrs. omitted
C h e v r o le t c o s ts le s s fo r g a s a n d o il , le ss for
n e e d — a n d y o u w i l l v e r y l i k e l y f i n d i t in
on the second round. Here's
brilliant performance. L earn the value of
George Edwin Greenlaw, a son.
a rough outline of the procedure:
u p k e e p a n d less fo r ser v ic e th a n a n y o th e r
C
h e v r o le t's a ll- in c lu s iv e lin e .
Hope, Sept. 28. to Mr. and Mrs.
(W1RU calls) W1AEC (five times)
John Colburn, a son.
de
W1RU.
(this
repeated
three
Plymouth’s outstanding engineering features.
tr u c k — reg a rd le ss o f t h e n u m b e r o f c y lin d e r s.
• • • •
times). W1RU then listens the 80
E a c h C h evrolet tr u c k h a s a 5 0 -h .p . s ix - c y lin d e r
Rev. Weston D. Plummer, pastor of meter band. If W1AEC is there he
A nd p r ic e -c o m p a r is o n w ill sh o w t h a t th is b ig ,
the Baptist Church in Camden died calls W1RU (five times) and signs,
e n g in e — 23% m o r e p o w e r fu l th a n u n y o t h e r
at the age of 49 years.
stu r d y C h e v r o le t S ix is o n e o f th e lo w e s t-p r ic e d
this repeated three times followed by
e n g in e in a tr u c k p r ic e d so low'. M a x im u m lo u d Capt. J. W. Maloney of Thomaston ar. W1RU comes back—r W1AEC
tr u c k s y o u c a n b u y .
was to have command of Sch. Samu de W1RU—tnx fer rpt—QRU imi
c a p a c ity is a s s u r e d by u n u s u a lly la r g e lt o d ie s ,
el Hart.
QTC imi hw ar. If W1AEC carps
Frank O. Clark of Camden was only to report for the assembly roll
T o d a y, a n y tru c k u se r ca n a p p ly th is e c o n o m y
su p p o r te d by lo n g r ig id fr u in c s an d lo n g p a r u lle lpreparing to build a cottage at Lake he comes back—W1RU de W1AEC r
Megunticook.
to
h
is
o
w
n
p
a
r
tic
u
la
r
w
o
rk
.
T
h
e
c
u
r
r
e
n
t
C
h
ev
m o u n t e d sp r in g s. A n d C h e v r o le t tru ck p r ic e s a r e
nil QRU sk W1AEC. If W1AEC has
F L O A T IN G P O W E R
Charles W. Russ, who had been traffic or wishes to conduct any
r o le t c o m m e r c ia l c a r lin e covers p r a c tic a lly
a m o n g th e lo w e s t in th e c o m m e r c ia l c a r m a r k e t .
prominent in athletics and social other business with the key station
affairs in Rockport died after a long he comes back—W1RU de W1ABC r
FREE WHEELING
illness.
QTC 3 hw ar. W1RU then comes
(af n o ex tra coat)
Seth Robbins’ house on Beech- back, W1AEC de W1RU r QRX—The
H a l t - I n n I O ft-In c h
1 % -to n 1 3 l l n . l i
1 % - l o t i I 5 7 - i s i e Pi
easy shift transmission wootis street, Thomaston, *was dam key station then calls the next sta
w h e e l b a s e c h a s s is
w h e o l l x i f t e fIihnnIm
w h e c l b n i i o cIihmmIm
I
aged by fire.
tion on the roll while W1AEC stands
(D isc w h e e ls s ta n d a rd )
( I h m l iv iie c h s ta n d a rd )
(D u a l w h eels $25 e x tra )
W. C. Stone was elected president by and the same procedure follows.
HYDRAULIC BRAKES
tr u c k c h a s sis p r ic e s /. o . b. F lin t, M ich ig a n . A ll tr u c k b o d y p ric e s f . o . h . In d ia n a p o lis, I n d ia n a . S p e c ia l e q u ip m e n t extra, h u r d e liv e r e d
of the class of 1908 Thomaston High
After all stations in the net have
p r ic e s a n d ea sy G . M . A . C. te rm s.
School.
been checked for the roll call W1RU
DOUBLE-DROP FRAME
The 26th Maine regiment held its then returns to W1AEC like this—
annual reunion in Rockport with 150 W1AEC de W1RU bk (repeated until
present. Fred A. Norwood Relief W1AEC breaks with his transmitter)
SAFETY-STEEL BODY
r QSG 3 ar. If the key Station has
SIX
Corps served dinner.
Capt. Oral J. Maloney of Thomas traffic or other business for the sta
CYLIXDKIt
ton was drowned from Sch. Samuel tion being called it will be given as
Hart near New Haven. He was QRU or QTC QRX at the time of
L o w e s t T r a n s p o r ta t i o n C o s t
painting then name of the craft when contact during the roll call and will
the rope broke letting him into the return for further contact after roll.
In case that schedule* for assem
water.
Rev. A. C. Hussey of Warren ac bly cannot be kept and the station
concerned can make contact with any
cepted a call to Russell, Mass.
- S e e y o u r d e a le r b e l o w ------------- -Z. F. Wight leased the Burton other station in the net at any other
time during the day he will be called
House at Union.
Frank H. Ingraham was elected present, but the station reporting
superintendent of schools in Rock | having made the contact should file
the report with the key station in
port.
message form, and through W1BOF
689 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
if possible. After the first assembly
STICK NEY C O R N E R
tomorrow morning from 10 to 12 the
B A Y V IE W G A R A G E . IN C .
C am den, Me.
key station will maintain strict
The young people will hold a serv schedule with W1BOF every day.
De
ice at the chapel Sunday at 6 p. m. The frequency of the key station will
Special vocal selections.
be as near 3500 kc as is physically
possible to check with my monitor.

25 YEARS AGO

:Tenants Harbor Days

R am bles
A f ie ld

A m erica’s
m ost econ om ical tru ck
is now a v a il a b le in

d if f e r e n t m o d e ls

p r ic e d a s low a s * 4 4 0 —c o m p le te w ith b o d y

*aio*

KNOW

-

New

PL Y M O U T H

*355

CHEVROLET

500

TRUCKS

For

SEA VIEW GARAGE,INC-

SOLD BY D O D G E ,
SO TO
AND C H R Y SL E R D EA LE R S
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W ARREN

V IN A L H A V E N

Flavius Ames and Aubrey Ames were
Notices of A p p o intm ent
bearers. Interment in the family lot 1
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro
at John Carver cemetery.
Advertisements In this column not to
bate for the County of Knox In the State
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
of Maine, hereby certify th a t In the folcents,
three times for 50 cents. Additional
yt
.«.
.«.
s*
Change Of schedules of Maine Air lowing estates the persons were appolntlines five cents each for one time, 10
Administrators, Executors. Guardians,
$20 BILL lost on Main St.. Rockland j cents for three times. Six words make
Transport Co. Planes leave Rock-j cd
and Conservators and on the dates here- i or in Camden. Inquire at THE COU a line.
land for North Haven, Vinalhaven lnafter named:
RIER-GAZETTE.________________ 119-121 !
and Stonington 8 a. m. and 4 p. m.
EARLE EVERETT NYSTROM. late of
PICKED UP ADRIFT two 15 ft. dories, I
Rockland,
deceased.
September
8.
1931.
’
Rockland.
Islesboro,
Stonington, Charles Albert Nystrom, of Rockland, ' 18 trawl tubs. 20 trawl keags and lines.!
CARLOS
H. DAVIS. Port Clyde. 117*119
Brooklin and Bar Harbor route dis was appointed Admr. and qualified byI
YACHT TENDER found Sept. 27. a d rift!
continued until further notice.—adv. filing bond, on same date.
l l,2 miles S. W. from Robinson’s Rock.'
c aet hae d^ ^R a.'ph'n
’, ^ J T lb ^ ttNs: !i g t , . R°ckland.__________________117-119
<?/ SIMMONS. 110 South
m
fo e ou To T
T B

* In E verybody’s C olum n

LOST A N D FOUND

Oct. 3, and most of the trees are
Gen. Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. w’U Clifford Loring who was at his
Mrs. Emil Coombs was hostess
hold its first meeting of the season home here during the summer has retaining their summer’s green. A Wednesday night to the Necdlecraft
very few are sporting autumnal foli Club.
’ ’onday at 3 o'clock with Mrs. Ellis returned to Massachusetts.
Miss Rose Flagg has returned from age. In the gardens, flowers are still
Copeland, Knox street.
Mrs. Herbert Cameron of Malden
The annual meeting of the Beta a vacation passed in Massachusetts blooming.
Mass., and sons Herbert and Robert
The Child Health Conference will are visiting in the home of her
Alpha Club will be held Monday eve and is again at Dr J. W. Sanborn's.
ning at the Baptist vestry, with sup
Miss Laura Whitcomb is in Roch take place Tuesday at 2 o'clock at mother Mrs. Winslow Gross.
per at 6. Members are asked to take ester, N. Y., where she is caring for the Congregational vestry. All are
Mrs. Annie West is in Belfast where
dishes and pocketbooks. The supper Mrs. Grace Mayo Belden.
invited to attend.
The Woman's Club will meet Tues she has a position as companion and
committee is Mrs. Minnie Newbert,
Mrs. Clara Wallace of Union is
SAWED SLABS for sale. *1 ft.. $6.50
Mrs. Marie Singer. Miss Annie York visiting Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Davis. day evening at Glover hall at the caretaker.
W A S H IN G T O N
Rockland, were appointed Exrs with
CHILD'S COAT found on Llmerock St. I cord. ALFRED DAVIS. Lovejoy St. Tel.
William S. Paige of Rockland, a
Mrs. Inez Libby. Mrs. Mabel Achorn.
G. Lyndon Lawson spent the week of
Mrs. Lctha Simmons of Jamaica usual hour, 7.30.
out bond.
Tel. 323-W or call at 90 BROAD ST.
1064-R.
119‘ 121
The nomination committee Miss Plain, Mass., is visiting her sister,
Miss Marion Oxton has employ half brother of the late L. C. Carver, end in Rockland with friends.
119»lt I TWELVE GA REPEATER shot gun.
MARIA AALTO, late of Rockport, de
was in town to attend the funeral
Edna Hilt, Miss Alcada Hall Miss Mrs. Eudora Miller.
ment in Thomaston.
Willard Ware is in Salem, Mass., ceased. Sept. 15. 193k Herman L. Aalto,
SKIFF picked up adrift In Rockport 38-55 Winchester, grocery wagon. Bulck
of Rockport, was appointed Exr., with harbor W. F REED, Indian Island , roadster all' good shape. LEANDER
Harriet Burgess, will present their
where he attends a radio school.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. S tarre tt re services Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bullard, who
119-121
Light Station. Rockport.
118-120' NEWBERT. 6outh Hope
Harry Freedman on a business and
reports at this time.
Miss Bernice Becchy and mother out bond.
have been at Mrs. Leola Oliver's, turned Monday from a week's visit
SMALL HOU^E for sale a t Pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts and have returned to Medfield, Mass.
with their nephew Everett Bird at pleasure trip combined, is in Portland and Miss Esther Fuller'were in Rock- | asAAZ7rIewP^m ui^A ndrew WAmos.n An"
Gardens, rent plan. $600. $8 m onth. V.
children Billie and Dorothy of Mel
1drew Ames and Andrew Aemas. late of
Mrs. Royce Shuman and son of his home a t Cascade. N. H. Joseph and will also visit Boston and New land Saturday.
F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
________________________________ 119-tf
Nearly everybody from this place' st. aeorge. deceased sept. 15. 1931.
rose. Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. Middleboro., Mass., have been visit Hahn took charge of their place dur York before returning. He will meet
..
i Trank H. Ingraham, of Rockland. Public
relatives, some of whom he has never attended
Louie Jacobs of Green street this ing Mr. and Mrs. James Steele.
LARGE GLENWOOD heater for sale,
ing their absence.
union lair.
, Administrator, was appointed Admr. and J
used two winters, sell half cost. F. L.
seen.
week. Mrs. Maude Sprague and
Mr.
Nolan
has
moved
his
family
! quallfled by flling bond, on same date,
Mrs.
A.
P.
Gray
who
underwent
a
Mrs. Blanche Dodge, who has been
EMERY.
Owl’s Head. Me._________119*121
Mrs. Charles Wardwcll of Castine into the Algernon Austin house.
family of Searsport also were visitors a guest at Owen Winslow's, has re minor operation at the Augusta G en 
! ella l. newbert, late of Rockland
METAL REFLECTOR SHADE I want I PARLOR STOVE and kitchen range
D
-Phirrl
Austin
Ir
h
a
s
emDlovdeceased.
Sept.
15.
1931.
Alonzo
M
Newand
daughter
Kathleen
who
arrived
there.
eral
Hospital
last
Tuesday
is
re
K.cnara Austin jr.. n a s employ bert of Weymouth M ass.’ and Walter one of those m etal shades used on the with gas attachm ent and hot water
turned to Worcester.
Mrs. Chesley Delano will visit rela
here Tuesday by plane from Rock ment in Aroostook County.
E. Newbert. of Waban. Mass., were ap- old kerosene lamps In stores. J. M. R., i tank. Both stoves are In fine shape and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Webber of ported as doing well.
119*121 can be bought reasonable. W.
TIBtives in Bangor next week.
The
score of the Washington High j pointed administrators, w ithout bond, The Courier-Gazette.
land
were
guests
Wednesday
of
Mr
There
will
be
a
Farm
Bureau
Boothbay and Miss Grace Thompson
119-tf
Edward C. Payson of Rockland, was ap
AN INEXPENSIVE small apartm ent BETTS. Tel. 297-R or 297-W.
Mrs. Joe Hogan (Bernice Whitney) of Gardiner have been at W. F. B meeting Oct. 6 at the Montgomery and Mrs. Arthur Guilford, the latter vs. Liberty High ball game, played at pointed
Agent in Maine.
wanted
with
bath
and
modern
conveni
COOK STOVE with coll, dining table,
and son Charles of St. Petersburg. Feyler's.
rooms. It will be an all-day session returning with them to Castine for Montville fair, was 18 to 5 in favor of 1 frank crandon. of Rockport. Sept. ences. TEL. 919-M.
117*119 commode and oil heater. 14 PLEASANT
Fla., who are visitors in town, went
Washington.
15. 1931, Lenora H. Fores, of Rockport
ST Tel. 628-W________________ 118-120
Mrs. Maurice David has returned and the subject to be discussed will several weeks' stay with relatives.
YOUNG
MAN
desires
room
and
board
appointed Guardian, and qualified in private family. State price. Refer
to Augusta Thursday to spend a few from Connecticut where she has been be "Kitchen Aids,” Members are
C H White of the General ElecThe new bridge between Washing- was
COCA COLA barrels for sale. 31 gal.
by filing bond Sept. 17. 1931.
ences exchanged. Write P. O. BOX G. each. HEWETT BOTTLING WORKS.
days with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Keyes. for several weeks.
asked to take their own lunches. trie Supply Co.. Portland was in town ton and the W. O. Luce place has been
LUCY
ADA BASSICK. late of South Rockland.
117-119 _______________________________ 118-120
The first meeting of the season of
; completed. Mr. Pease, the builder, in Thomaston, deceased. Sept. 15, 1931, Eva
Coffee will be furnished. Visitors Wednesday.
• • «•
ROOMER or boarder wanted. Good
1924 FORD COUPE; 1 English setter.
the Baptist Mission Circle will be
Mrs. Charles Simpson of Clark charge, has moved to Appleton where S. Basslck. of South Thomaston,
are welcome.
warm room. References required. 28 3 yrs. old; Incubators and brooders; 1
Dr. John Blair Deaver
appointed Exx., without bond.
held with Mrs. H. B. Shaw Tuesday
ELM ST.. Rockland Tel. 1293 117*1191
‘
Sunday at the Congregational Island who arrived Thursday to at- another job awaits him.
cow. 1 heifer. Would trade for used
GEORGE W NEWCOMBE. late of Rock
Dr. John Blair Deaver, 76, for Church will be observed a t Rally tend the funeral of Lafayette Carver < Cyrene Peabody is staying at Archie
—— i cabinet heater, gun or rifle. C. G.
at 2 o'clock.
land. deceased. Sept. 15. 1931. James S.
ERICKSON. R. D. 1. Box 98 Warren
Miss Nanina Comstock is expected thirty years a summer resident of Day. There will also be an evening is with her sister Mrs. Carver for a ' Mullen's.
Henderson, of Rockland, was appointed
118-120
home from Boston this afternoon for ' Waldoboro, died Friday at his home service.
brief visit.
Miss Elsie Howard of Rockland has Exr.. without bond.
LARGE SIZE roll top desk, perfect
EMMA
E
PERKINS,
late
of
Warren,
de
a few weeks' rest
in Wyncote, Pa. He had been for
Mrs Ambrose Peterson has re- been visiting Esther Peabody a few
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Brow’n of
condition. 3 ft. 6 In. candy show case.
ceased. Sept. 15. 1931. Emerson O. Perkins,
Robert Libby has moved his family many years chief surgeon a t Lankenau Rockland, who have just returned turned lrom Rockland.
Large ice box. H. L. RUSSELL CO..
days.
of Warren, was appointed Admr. c. t. a..
Warren.________________________ 118-120
from the Maynard Brasier house. Hospital, professor emeritus of sur from a summer spent in Italy, GerThere are 44 new scholars in the
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Mullen, Cyrene and qualified by filing bond Sept. 22.
UPRIGHT PIANO for sale, suitable for
Hyler street, to the house on Gay gery at the University of Pennsylva ! many and Belgium, called on Mrs. kindergarten grade taught by Miss 1Peabody. Mr. and Mrs. George Han- 1931.
POSITION desired as housekeeper, or
MYRTLE L. THOMPSON, late of work bv dav. hour or week, or a cooking church hall or home. Inquire of MRS.
street recently purchased for their nia. and was one of the foremost op Anne Spear Sunday.
Dorothy Cassie.
' son and Mr. and Mrs. William Hanson
HERMAN
PAYSON. Head of the Bay
St.
There will be work of initiation in and little son were visitors Sunday at charle»hD.' SykJste^of Vrtendahip 1931 position. MISS JOHNSON. 28 Lisle119*121
permanent residence.
erative surgeons in the world. Dr.
118*120
Mrs. Alice Gordon, with friends of
J. B. Chadbourne is reported badly Deaver was credited with having per Thomaston, attended the S tate con Marguerite Chapter. O.E.S.. Monda Oscar Fish's in Camden.
appointed Admr.. and quallfled by flling SITUATIONS ...............................................
RABBITS—Flemish Giants and New
bond
on
Sept.
22.
1931.
Zealand
bucks
for
sale.
MAURICE
SIM
injured in an automobile accident in formed 15.000 operations for appendi vention of the W.C.T.U. a t Norway evening. Lunch will be served.
SALESMEN: We will have a vacancy in
i
-----------------__________ 118*120
EMMA C. PERKINS, late of Rockland, this territory on October 15 for our MONS. Friendship
Waterville Thursday morning. He citis alone, and in one year perform | and South Paris. Sept. 23-25. Mrs.
Reports of the house party at See
One real advantage would come deceased.
22. 1931. Fred M. Kit new line of Art and Business Calenda-s,
BELTING—a limited quantity 3 In.
was formerly an evangelist widely ing 650 operations. He had the ad Gordon reports a very profitable ses All. the summer home of Mr. and from the cancelation 6f all war tredge. ofSept.
Rockland, was appointed Leather
Diaries. Greeting , and 3V2 in Goodyear Belt for sale. 19c
--------- Specialties,
-----known in this section of Maine, hav vantage of being ambidextrous and sion and Some interesting side trips. Mrs. E. G. Carver state th at a de- debts. I t would mean ttiat the next Admr., and qualified by filing bond on Cards Thermometers and various other and 27c per foot. BICKNELL MFG. CO.
same date.
specialties for advertising purposes. Tel. 360.
118-tf
ing held two religious campaigns in held a surgical record of a daily aver
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Atkins and lightful time is being spent there by one would have to be fought on a
ELLIE DYER, late of Vinalhaven, de Fifty-four years as manufacturers on- j NAILS—limited quantity. 8. 10. 20. 40.
Thomaston and both he and Mrs. age of six major operations for every Jfamily of Camden and Mrs. James the following guests: Mr. and Mrs. cash-and-carry basis. — Toppenish ceased.
April 2. 1929. Christopher S able us to offer you an opportunity to i 60 penny nails at 5c per lb. Full kegs at
Chadbourne members of the Baptist week day in the year. Among his Studley of Thomaston, were Sunday Fred K. Coombs. Mr. and Mrs. O. C. 'Wash.) Review.
Roberts of Rockland, was appointed establish a permanent and profitable wholesale. BICKNELL MFG. CO. Tel.
Admr.. and qualified by flling bond business. Commission basis, experience j 360._____________________________ 118-tf
Church here. The accident is deep- other manifold activities, he became I visitors at Mrs. Anne Spear's.
Lane. Mrs. L. R. Smith and Mr. and
not necessary. Write H. B. HARDEN-1
Sept 15. 1931.
ly regretted by his friends in this ' visiting surgeon for the Philadelphia
BURG CORPORATION, 27 Nesbitt St.. ' FITTED hard and soft wood, slabs. 4 ft.
Mrs.
E.
G.
Carver.
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Rent reasonable. TEL. 899-W.
110-tf Phone 721, next to Ford Agency.
Kinney-Newbcrt
actively identified with the public
ESTATE HELEN E PERRY, late of
116-S-tf
Rockland, deceased. Petition asking that
S o u n d -p ro o fed b o th b o d y and ch assis.
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let. on
The marriage of Miss Arlene New- ' schools. At the time of the World’s
the Court fix and allow a reasonable
Orient
St.
NELSON
B.
COBB.
FullerLET
STANLEY
SOBOLESKI
prune
bert to Willis Kinney, son of Mr. and wajr in Chicago Mr. Whitcomb went
am ount for erection of monument upon
Cobb-Davis.
.
105-tf your trees the right way. Trees removed
It has the latest tra n sm issio n e n g in e e r in g — Synchro
the Helen E. Perry burial lot. filed by
Mrs. Harvey Kinney of Wiley's Cor- ! to th at city to be in charge of the
For
RHEUMATISM
take
also, satisfaction guaranteed. Write or
SINGLE~HOUSE
on
Ytockland
St-,
to
Benjam in C. Perry. Admr.
Shift w ith a S ilen t S eco n d Speed.
ner, took place Sept. 22 at Roches- educational exhibit sent from this
let—six rooms, electric lights, lots of call 28 PINE ST . Rockland. Me 119*121
ESTATE THOMAS S. ANDREWS, late
land. Inquire 15 ROCKLAND ST.
ter, N. Y. The ceremony was per- j state. Following the Fair he re
of Thomaston, deceased. Third and Final
S
o
it
has
th
e
u
tm
ost
in
sh
iftin
g
case,
sp
eed
and
silen
ce
102-tf iy people,
invalids. ionvalescents, any
formed by Rev. Whitney Yeaple. pas- \ turned Fast and at the time of his
.
Account of Trustee filed for allowance
kind of sickness except surgical or con
:onby J. Walter Strout. of Thomaston.
in g o in g from h ig h to se c o n d or lo w an d back.
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23 tagious
tor of the Lake Avenue Baptist ueath was associated with the Boston
SPECIAL
COMPOUND
114*119
cases.
Trustee.
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
Church of Rochester, and the couple publishing house of Houghton. Mifflin
estate
ameiia
n
MeTNTnsw
You
win
not
regret
it.
For
sale
at
all
B o th Free W h e e lin g and n o n -F ree-W h eelin g m od els
105-tf
RADIO REPAIRING expertly done. 24
or“ oekifnd deceased V.m fnd Final fad in g drug stores. Let us send you 240 Broadway.
.«.>•. .«. .».
.«.
were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Company, where he had been for a
hour service on all work. ROCKLAND
are offered.
Account presented for allowance by : a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., AbRichard Webb, the bride's sister and , number of years. He is survived by
RADIO HOSPITAL. Tel. 854 or 987-X.
Frank W. Skinner, of South Portland,
Village, Me,
112-tf
her husband. A motor trip into . his wife Charlotte C. Whitcomb; two
C h o ic e m oh air o r fine b road cloth — at n o extra co st.
Canada by way of Niagara Falls fol- sons John Leonard Whitcomb and
LET
E.
A.
KNOWLTON
file
your
saws
ESTATE ALBERT E. CLOUGH. lr.kc of I
E leven smart c o lo r c o m b in a tio n s from w h ic h to ch o o se .
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMElowed and Mr. and Mrs. Kinney re- 1Robert T. Whitcomb, both of ArlingRockland, deceased. First and Final Ac- 1
ROCK
ST.
'Tel.1010.
105-tf
count
presented
for
allowance
by
Eu-1
turned home last Wednesday. Mrs. ton: and a daughter. Mrs. George
CHRYSLER COUPE. 1926. for sale,
A ll th e w ay th ro u g h a true N ash qu ality car— b u ilt to
lalla M. Clough, of Rockland. Exx.
mileage
this morning. 31.603. See
IF YOU NEED SERVICE of stenogra
Kinney is the daughter of Mr. and Shipman residing in New Jersey."
ESTATE ILA MAY TOLMAN. heretofore '
RAPHAEL SHERMAN at Sea View Ga pher or typist call HUSTON-TUTTLE
th
e
h
ig
h
est
standards
o
f
en
g
in
e
e
r
in
g
k
n
o
w
n
to
the
Mrs. Herbert Newbert and a gradu
of North Haven. Petition for License to 1
rage.
119-lt BOOK STORE. 405 Main St. Tel. 684-M.
sell certain Real Estate, situated in j
ate of Thomaston High School. For
industry.
Rates reasonable.
100-tf
ST. G E O R G E
WILL TRADE STUDEBAKER Sedan
North Haven, and fully described in the
several years she has been employed
fbr Model A Ford Coupe or Dodge Coupe,
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Sunday morning at the St. George
Petition, presented by John C. Johnson,
Keys
made
to
order.
Keys
mane
See
th
is
N
a
sh
S
ix.
R
id
e
in
it.
D
rive
it.
tires (five extra good Silvertown Do Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
at the Cutler-Cook store. Rockland, First Baptist Church the subject will
of Lincolnville. Gdn.
to fit locks when original keys are six
Luxe). Motor overhauled, runs good;
and will continue her work there.
ESTATE CARRIE W. STACKPOLE.. of
be
“Earnest
Longing."
There
will
be
|
reason
for trade want smaller car. Write
lost.
House,
Office
or
Car.
Code
* ♦ # *
T h e N a sh line also includes S tra ig h t E ig hts in th re e nota b le series: N e w 9 -7 0
Thomaston. Third and Final Account '
AUTO, care Courier-Gazette.
119*121
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at fcockspecial music. Bible School a t the
presented for allowance by J. Walter • books provide keys for all locks
Series, $ 94 5 to $ 1 0 7 5 ; N e w 9 -8 0 Series, $ 1 2 4 5 to $1 3 75 ; N e w 9 -9 0 Series, $ 1 5 6 5
■ land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Strout. of Thomaston. Gdn.
close of the morning service. Prayer
Melville P. Jordan
to $ 2 0 2 5 . Prices f.o . b . fa c to ry. S y n c h ro -S h ift Free W h e e lin g O p tio n a l at only
without bother.
Scissors and
STUDEBAKER COM. sedan. 1927 Bulck solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
coach. Reo touring. Ford sedan. Trade
$ 2 0 to $ 35 extra.
ESTATE ROBERT G. CROUSE, of
Knives Sharpened.
105-tf
Funeral services of Melville P. meeting and devotional study Tues
for anything of value. Terms. Good
Rockland. Petition for License to sell
Jordan, 62, were held Friday after day evening. All are welcome.
Prompt Service. Reasonable Prices automobiles wanted. 30 per cent down,
certain Real Estate, situated in Cushing
balance as low as $5 per week. E. D.
and fully described in the petition. '
noon at his late home in South W ar
•t
LINSCOTT. 73 Crescent St. Tel. 812-W.
Presented by Jane T. Crouse, of Rock- j
♦
ren. There was a very large attend
Governor Roosevelt is practically
118-120
land. Gdn.
*
ance. including many members of certain to be the Democratic candi
♦
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD
HUDSON COACH wanted. I want a 4
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND Hudson
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
the Masonic order with which Mr. date. He is already arranging the
coach to cut down into a truck.
Park
Street
Rockland
Tel.
1178
Knox
County.
Rockland,
Maine.
Telephone
791
Must be in good condition and low in
Jordan was affiliated
Rev. H. S. usual precampaign break with TamAttest:
price. Address P. O. BOX 441. Rockland
SEVERAL PIECES of property. MRS.
96-tf
Kilborn of the Thomaston Baptist many.—San Diego Union.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register. |
118*120 L. R. FORES. Rockville, Me.
U7’ 123

;

FO R SALE

W ANTED

SITUATIO NS

TO LET

NEW

NASH

B IG - R O O M Y - P O W E R F U L

N

MISCELLANEOUS

B U X T O N ’ S

;

AUTOM OBILES

!
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Crie H ardw are Co.

REAL ESTATE

♦
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P age Seven

Miss Rosena Buote of Cambridge, '
Mass., was guest Thursday of Mrs.
Lucius York. Pleasant street. Miss
Buote went to Swan's Island where
she attended the funeral of her
grandmother Mrs. Ella McKay.
The marriage of Miss Ruth i
Conant, daughter of Alderman and
Mrs. Ralph Conant of this city, to
In addition to personal notes regard- [ Mrs. Geneva Upham, returning
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart from an auto ride Thursday evening Waltei H. Fickett of Portland, takes I
ment especially desires Information of
place Monday evening at 6 o'clock at
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc was surprised to find her home on the Littlefield Memorial Church.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Broad street in possession of mem
gladly received.
bers of the Auxiliary of Winslow-Hol
The Shakespeare Society holds its
TELEPHONE _____________ l i t or 794-W
brook Post, A. L„ which she served first meeting of the season Monday I
so faithfully as president during the evening at the home of Mrs. A. S. i
Mrs. James Dickinson who has past year. Refreshments were pro
been at her summer home in Vinal vided by the attending guests, and Littlefield, 130 Talbot avenue, with
haven since early in the season has Mrs. Upham was presented with a Mrs. Ruth Whittemore, president, as
leader.
returned to Boston, stopping enroute very pretty silk kimono.
for a short visit with Mrs. Anne Has
Mrs. W. C. Noyes has returned
kell, Ocean street.
The Cheerful Circle was enter- from Waterville where she was for
■tained at luncheon Wednesday eveFales Circle enjoyed picnic supper i ning by Mrs. W alter Britto, the occa a few days with her husband.
and a card party Tuesday evening at sion serving as a birthday observance
I Syncro-M esh S ilen t-S h ift T ran s
Miss Doris Hyler, as State chair
the home of Mrs. Marcia Green, ; fcr Mrs. Helen McKinney. The
mission
Owl’s Head. Honors fell to Mrs. colors orchid and yellow were used man of the research committee of
X A Quiet Second Gear
Grace Colson, B. F. Smith, Raymond in the table appointments, with a the BPW Clubs, leaves today for
J Down-Draft Carburetion
Pittsfield where she wdll attend the
Green and Mrs. Ella Flye.
striking centerpiece of marigolds and fall meeting of the board of directors
4 Co-ordinated S tarter and Throttle
a birthday cake was in evidence.. of the State Federation of BPW
5 Carburetor Silencer
Mrs. Josephine Perry has returned Sewing and music entertained the Clubs. She will be joined in Bangor
from a visit in Boston and Attleboro, guests.
6 Full Pressure Lubrication, includ
by
Mrs.
Tekla
Erickson,
a
member
1
ing Piston Pins
Mass., and resumed her position at
of
the
Rockland
Club.
the store of F. J. Simonton Co.
Mrs. Katherine Studley leaves to
7 Counterweighted C rankshaft with
Harmonic Balancer
day for Frederick, Md., where she
The Itooevik Club has announced a
Miss Elizabeth Knight is having will be with her daughter, Mrs. Ches Halloween dance to be given in
8 Four Lovejoy Hydraulic Shock Ab
two weeks’ vacation from the West ter Bailey for several weeks.
sorbers
Temple hall Oct. 30, with Kirk's Or
ern Union office, and will spend the
9 Roller-Bearing Steering Gear
chestra to furnish music.
greater part of it in Boston.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
1 0 Insulated Fisher Bodies
Miss Doris Hyler who is attending
1 1 M ohair or W hipcord UpholsteryMr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence have
the
fall
meeting
of
the
Board
of
Di
If you are a subscriber to
Optional
closed their summer home "Rose
rectors
of
the
State
Federation
of
The Courier-Gazette and are
IX 5 Wire or 5 Demountable Wood
Cliff,” and left Thursday by auto for
BPW
Clubs
in
Pittsfield
will
be
the
leaving home for any time, long
Wheels, Standard
Coconut Grove, Fla., where they will
guest of Mrs. Tekla Erickson in Ban
or short, let us mail the paper to
be for the winter.
gor
tonight
and
Sunday.
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
Rev. and Mrs. George H. Welch
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott are in
go to the home as usual. Just
j Boston for the weekend, to meet Dr.
and children, Jane and Paul, arrive
telephone the address to the
W h en y o u a r e w e ig h in g in y o u r o w n m in d th e m e r its o f d if f e r e n t
Scarlott’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. B.
today from Bradford, Vt„ where they
office, or mail a card. The paper
Scarlott who are arriving from
m o to r cars, c o n s id e r t h e d o lla r s an d cc^nts im p o r ta n c e o f O ld sm o have been for the past week.
will follow wherever you go, and
Florida, enroute to Kents Hill where
will stop on notice wlien you a r 
b
ile ’s fe a t u r e s . 4< 4> D o w n - d r a f t c a r b u r e tio n , fo r ex a m p le , b r in g s
they will spend the winter with their
Miss Nettie Clark leaves today for
rive home. There will be no
daughter, Miss Ruth Scarlott.
Braintree, Mass., where she will
charge.
O ld sm o b ile ’s d ep en d a b le e n g in e t o t h e h ig h e s t p eak o f e ff ic ie n c y —
spend a month with her brother,
in p o w e r , i n sp eed , i n a c c e le r a tio n , i n e c o n o m y . A f u l ly c o u n t e r 
Silas Clark.
Mrs. Raymond Pendleton went
Circle will have a picnic sup
Wednesday to Westfield where she perFales
and card party Wednesday eve
b alan ced c r a n k s h a f t, w i t h h a r m o n ic b a la n c e r , assu res r e m a r k a b le
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn recently en
will be the guest of Rev. Mark H. ning at the home of Mrs. Susie Lamb,
tertained at a benefit bridge at her
Wakefield and family.
sm o o th n e ss. A n d a c a r b u r c to r -6 ile n c c r c o n tr ib u te s t o q u ie t n e s s o f
Rankin street.
attractive home on Lisle street, the
o p e r a tio n a t a ll speeds. + 4* O t h e r f e a t u r e s , t o be fo u n d in O ld s m o 
proceeds
being
turned
over
to
Miss
Mrs. Nellie Bird is making her home
Dr. Charles E. Britto has returned
at the Roscoe Staples residence, to Stockton Springs after visiting Mr. j Helen Corbett, city matron. There
b ile ’s s t u r d y c h a ssis, f u r t h e r c o n fir m t h e c a r ’s e x c e lle n c e o f d e s ig n .
three tables, and Mrs. Sanborn
Spring street, for several months.
and Mrs. Walter Britto for a few were
served luncheon.
T h e fa m o u s S y n c r o -M e s h n o n -c la s h in g tr a n s m is s io n en a b le s y o u t o
days.
Mrs. Rose Dyer entertained Sunday
s h if t t h r o u g h a ll gears q u ic k ly , e a s ily , a n d s i le n t l y . A n d O ld s m o 
The Thrift Shop opens Monday
Leander Smith is seriously ill at the
at her Crawford Lake cottage Rosenl.
afternoon from 2 to 4 o'clock, and
home
of
his
son,
Orrin
F.
Smith,
Her guests were Mrs. Kate Hall, Mrs.
b ile ’s Q u ie t S e c o n d G ear is in s t a n t l y a v a ila b le , fo r a q u ic k b u r s t o f
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence and Mrs. Leola
Bertha Higgins, Mrs. Adelma Mullen Ocean avenue.
Rose will be in charge. Donations
speed in tr a ffic . 4* 4* A f e w m ile s a t t h e w h e e l w i l l p la in ly d e m o n 
and Misses Marion and Vivian Mul
Chickawaukee Chapter, Delphian ! have been coming in in a very grati- I
len.
str a te O ld sm o b ilc ’s m a n y u n u s u a l a d v a n ta g e s . . . an d w i l l r e v e a l t o
Society, held its first meeting since \ fying manner, and it is assured that
shop will be a valuable help durMr. and Mrs. George H. Fifield of organization last spring Thursday I' the
y o u , a t t h e sam e tim e , w h y t h is c a r c o n t in u e s to g a in in b u y e r
ing the winter. In the list of church
Brewer were guests of Mr. and Mrs. afternoon at the apartment of Mrs. ! assistants,
the
names
of
Mrs.
Thomas
p r e fe r e n c e as w e l l as o w n e r s a tis fa c tio n , m o n t h a fte r m o n t h .
William A. Fifield Thursday on their Hervey H. Allen. Mrs. J. Marden I Foley and Mrs. W. C. Ladd from St.
deShon of Portland, residential secre
way to Deer Isle.
tary, was present, gnd under her Peter’s Episcopal Church, were inI advertently omitted.
Two-Door
Bumpers and
Winfield Greenlaw of Deer Isle has skillful direction the meeting shaped
been in this city this week, calling on out nicely, showing the rich treat in
Spare Tire Extra
SED A N
Miss
Evelyn
Wentworth
who
has
store for the members during the
friends and relatives.
f . o. b. Lansing
season. If others are considering been visiting Mr. and Mrs. George L.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Norton are joining, they are sure to find the ! Brackett, North Main street, left
Friday
evening
for
her
home
in
New
leaving by motor today for their undertaking profitable and interest
ing. The meetings will be held on York. Miss Edith Dukehart has re
summer home in Sarasota, Fla.
the first and third Thursdays elf turned to Baltimore, after visiting
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg arrived each month, and Mrs. Allen has Mr. and Mrs. Brackett.
'
-------home yesterday from a motor trip kindly offered her attractive rooms.
Mrs. Charles A. Emery of Pacific
to Quebec.
Miss Rose Adams, George Adams i street, underwent an operation at !
Mrs. Edward W. Bok has closed her and Arthur K. Orne. of the faculty of the Massachusetts Memorial Hosj summer home a t Beauchamp Point, the Wassookeag School, Dexter, re : pital, East Concord street, Boston,
21 Lim erock Street
Rockland, Me.
Rockport and has returned to turned Thursday after a 10 days' va Sept. 25. She had not been able to 1
walk without crutches since a severe
cation. •
Merion, Pa.
injury to her knee received in an
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn entertained
Wilbur Senter Jr., on a week's va auto accident more than a year ago.
B .lI 'l l
•> 0
L
informally Wednesday evening for cation from the Senter Crane store It was found necessary to operate on
. ■. M ■'
her
knee
and
also
on
the
tendons
in
Mrs. George W. Snow of Boston. joins Mrs. Senter in Brunswick today
T
O F
G
E
N
E
R
M
P
R
O
D
U
«C
O
T
O
R
S
AL
and Sunday they will go to New York the leg, which will necessitate hav
There were three tables of bridge.
ing her leg in a cast for several
where they will spend the week.
weeks. It is hoped it will be possible
Miss Gertrude Smith and aunt
Bernice, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. for Mrs. Emery to come home in a ,
; Mrs. John Dey. are on a motor trip
Fred C. Lindsey Jr., entertained few weeks.
, to Moosehead Lake.
members of the T.H.E. Club Wed
The new barn on the premises of
Mrs. Henrv Wall, Mrs. George B nesday evening as an observance of
Davis, Mrs. L. A. Crockett and Mrs. her 14th birthday. The time was Mr. and Mrs. Peter Edwards. Lime' and their mothers next Tuesday
ALIMONY NOT COLLECTABLE
Harry Richards had a dinner party spent happily with games, music and rock street, was the scene Wednes
CAM DEN
from 2.30 to 4.30 o'clock.
at Rose-Anne Lodge, East Union, dancing. A birthday cake was aug day night of a jolly old-time barn
mented bv sandwiches, hot chocolate, dance. Decorations of corn stalks, ■ Mrs. Flora Barnard has returned
Francis French has returned from
A Salem, Mass., despatch in the
Wednesday.
candy and ice cream, served from a colored lights and gay streamers from Bayside where she spent the Caribou where he has been employed Boston Post. Thursday, said:
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., holds table festive in pink and white deco were used. A four-piece orchestra, i summer at the V-Z cottage on | for several weeks.
“Gladys L. Cleveland of this city
! Miss Mabel Howe is having a vaca
i its first meeting of the season Mon rations. Mrs. Lindsey was assisted consisting of accordion, drum, banjo Broadway.
vas granted a divorce in Probate
tion
from
her
duties
at
the
office
of
day afternoon a t 2.30 o'clock at the by Mrs. Fred C. Lindsey Sr. and Miss and sax, from Clark Island fur
Mr. and Mrs. Will Bowden are in
home of Mrs. John I. Snow. 63 Ma Lillian Rowell. The guests were Ma nished music. Soda, sweet cider and New Haven, Conn, where they will the New England Telephone Co., and Court here Wednesday from Ray
sonic street, with Mrs. Anne Snow, rian Marshall. Vivian Mullen. Marian wienies were served “ 'tweentimes.” 1spend the winter.
Mrs. Alice Marrlner of Rockland is mond L. Cleveland, now of Mirror
Ginn, Lydia Leighton, Emma Pierce. The big crowd pronounced it one of
regent, as hostess.
substituting.
Lake, West Rockport. Me., but when
Mrs.
George
L.
Otis
has
closed
Rose Moody, Avis Norwood. Ione the best ever, and in response to
Herbert Mills and Herbert Sanborn the court ordered alimony of $15 per
Nbrumbega
on
the
Belfast
road
and
Harry Hersey and bride of New Louraine, Dorothy Witham. Mary their requests, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
of Rockland have returned from a week, the information was given that
• wards have announced a dance for returned to Chicago.
1York are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Al- Paladino and Mertie Lindsey.
motor trip to Canada, New Hamp the same was not collectable T'-'"
Seaside
Chapter,
O.E.S.,
will
hold
I fred P. Chapman. Berkeley street.
each Wednesday night of this month. inspection of officers next Thursday shire and Massachusetts.
alibi seems to be very good for the
Mrs. Ralph Satterlee resumes her present as the court was told that
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Cameron
duties
as
clerk
in
W.
O.
Hall's
store
Opportunity Class meeting Thurs
Mr. Cleveland has been in New York
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Prince and
leave Monday for an auto trip to
day evening at the First Baptist par Mr. and Mrs. George H. Thomas Monday and Miss Vivian Cassens of late looking for a job, and in the
Canada while Mr. Cameron is vaca
lors had 28 members and four guests have returned from Detroit where goes on a two weeks' vacation.
meantime was sleeping out in parks
tioning from Perry’s Foodland.
present. The hostesses were Mrs. i they attended the national conven
Mrs. Effie Morrison has resigned there, not even having the price of a
Florence Reach, Mrs. Lena Rokes tion of the American Legion.
her'position as clerk in the Burkett room.”
Baraca Class had a business meet
and Mrs. Louise Ingraham. Games
The Friends-In-Council hold their Bakery and Mrs. Oscar Bridges has
ing and social Thursday evening in
and refreshments occupied the time first meeting of the season Oct 6, at taken her place.
the Methodist vestry which was very
after business matters were com- 1the camp of Mrs. Rule Gross at
MON-TUES.
well attended. With Mrs. Shirley
pleted. These officers were elected: Hosmer Pond.
NORTH HAVEN
Rollins, vice president, presiding,
President. Mrs. Gladys Mills; first
She
lea.ned
that life is
Mrs. Henry Maker will entertain
plans for the season’s work and ac
vice president, Mrs. Lena Young; the ladies of the Methodist society
Change of schedules of Maine Air war between men and
tivities were discussed. Refresh
second vice president, Mrs. Maud Wednesday. Picnic dinner at noon.
Transport Co. Planes leave Rock
ments in charge of Mrs. A. W. Greg
Grant; secretary, Mrs. Evelyn Crock- I The Congregational ladies circle land for North Haven, Vinalhaven
w om en...w ith love its
ory were served, the evening being
ett; treasurer, Mrs. Ada Prescott; will meet Wednesday at 2.30 o'clock. and Stonington 8 a. m. and 4 p. m.
rounded out with games and music.
missionary treasurer, Mrs. Addie
decisive
battle.
There will be a reception for the Rockland.
Islesboro,
Stonington.
Small; welfare committee, Mrs. members of the cradle roll depart Brooklin and Bar Harbor route dis
The Cardinal Club and guests had
Elizabeth Williamson, chairman; ment of the Baptist Church School continued until further notice.—adv.
supper and bridge at Community
Mrs. Florence Reach. The
Sweet Shop Thursday evening, the
F o r t h e P e o p l e ” teacher.
offices of secretary, treasurer and
hostesses being Mrs. John I. Snow
missionary treasurer were re-elec
and Mrs. J. O. Stevens.
tions.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
A great, m odern hotel
Mrs. Harold E. Jackson leaves to
I tah
_ _ O liver
The BPW Club had a very inter
day for New York and Lakewood, N.
located "just a step from
esting meeting Thursday evening,
, J„ where she will visit friends.
by supper’ under the direc
Broadw ay.” A djoining preceded
tion of Mrs. Maud Hallowell. Miss
Mrs. H. D. Ames who has been the
Corbett, city matron, gave an
guest of Camden friends for a few
countless theatres, railroad Helen
interesting talk on her work with the
weeks is now with Mr. and Mrs. Les
poor and as police matron. Miss
ter Sherman. Beech street, before re
te rm in a ls, piers, shop Corbett
in commending the work of
turning to Brockton, Mass.
BPW Club mentioned particular
ping and business centers. * the
ly the Christmas stockings the club
The first meeting of the Sleeper
introduced a few years ago and ex
Bible Class will be held with Mrs.
•
x pressed the hone that this feature
Hix Monday afternoon.
may be carried on. It was immedi
ately voted to do so. and the activity
1400 RO O M S
The members of the Littlefield
will be carried out on more ambitious
Memorial Church and Sunday School
E ach w ith B a t h (T u b a n d
lines this year as to number. It was
gave a surprise shower in the church
also voted to have the club rooms
vestry to Miss Ruth Conant, whose
Show er] S er v id o r and R adio
open each Monday evening from 7
marriage takes place Oct. 5. A tabic
to 10 for the members' use, with a
was placed in the center of the ves
T heir first mistake.
hostess in charge. The hostess for
try under an umbrella decorated in
Monday evening of next week will be
T hey m ade it trying to sell hooch to a policem an.
■yellow crepe paper. Under the umD A ILY RATES
Mrs. Hallowell. Interest was also
. brella was a basket, also decorated in S i
ALSO
'JNA MECKEL
expressed in the forthcoming series
yellow, which held kitchen utensils of
Al
AN DINEHART.
Harry
Lauder
in
“She’s
My
Daisy”
”
of
dramatic
readings
to
be
given
in
every description, given by the young
SPECIAL CHILDREN’S MATINEE
SINGLE $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
this city under the auspices of the
people. The older ladies of the
'
TUESDAY AT 4.00 O'CLOCK
Methebesec Club by Mrs. Maud An
church presented a very pretty
DOUBLE $4.00, $5.00, $6.00
drews Lincoln of Augusta. Among
bridge lamp and two luncheon sets.
TOL ' Y
the forthcoming activities of the club
NOW SHOWING
■besides which there were individual
EDMUND OWE
is to be a harvest bridge at the
gifts of pillow-cases, center-pieces,
“FIFTY FATHOMS DEEP”
In
HOTEL
Thorndike Grill Monday evening,
runners, etc. There was also a joke
wth
“THE SPIDER"
Oct. 12, under the "direction of Mrs.
gift which added to the merriment
and
BI
JACK HOLT
Donald Perry and Mrs. Francis
of the evening. Miss Conant's great
“BLUE RIDGE RAMBLE ’S"
Louraine. This will be the first large
uncle, so well known as “Uncle FerShows
NEXT W EK
44th to 45th St. at 8th Ave.—New York
party in a series of four to be spon
. nando" favored the company with
JIM M IE EVAN. REVUE
A Paramount
many selections on the violin. Miss
sored by the club, and a capital prize
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
ROY MOULTON, Manager
will be awarded at the end of the
Olive Bragg presided at the piano,
Publix Theatre
Sat. Continuous
series. These will not interfere in
and there was much singing. Re
2.00
to
10.30
■ Tel. 892
freshments were served, closing ft
any way with l ie weekly card parties
most pleasant evening.
given at the rooms.

C O N S ID E R
T H E S E O L D S M O B IL E
FEATURES W H EN
C O M P A R IN G V A L U E S

Mafee a R a d io T on e-test Y o u r s e lf
NY radio can claim b etter
1 to n e. B u t General E lectric
oilers proof! T im e after tim e in
con cealed ton e-tests, com p etin g
again st oth er leading m akes,
G -E h as won trem endous m ajor
ity v o te s for its superior ton e!

A

G EN ERA L

M ak e a to n e-test yourself. Go
to several radio stores and
listen to different sets. T hen
com e in, hear the G -E radio
and “Believe yo u r own ears!”
M a n y m odels — all reasonably
p riced !

E L E C T R IC

R A D IO

FULL RANG E PERFORM ANCE

MAINE MUSIC STORE
R ockland, Me.
Mrs. C. A. Packard was hostess to
the E.F.A. Club Wednesday for din
ner and bridge at the Gonia cottage
at Crescent Beach. Honors were
carried off by Mrs. Harry French.
Mrs. Packard, Mrs. Mary Keizer and
Mrs. Orrin Smith.
Mrs. Nellie Bird has leased her
apartments or. North Main street to
Miss Margaret McKnight and Mrs.
Beatrice Brown who have been occu
pying rooms on North Main street.

119-120

Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., is to
have a bridge party Tuesday evening
at Grand Army hall. Mrs. Harry
French will be in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence were
among the guests at a dinner party
given Monday evening by Capt. and
Mrs. John Brown. Gleason street,
Thcmaston. The other guests were
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton
and Mrs. Caroline Watts, of Thomas
ton.

T h e K i d s a r e p la y in g

FOOTBALL
h a t m e a n s F a ll is n e a r at hand.

T

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

The

sun sets a fe w m in u tes e a r lie r each a fte r 

n oon . L ittle b y little you a rc u sin g m o re e le c 
tricity — for lig h ts, fo r th e rad io, for co o k in g
and for all the d o z e n an d o n e w ays that e le c 
tricity m ak es life m o re p lea sa n t.
P rob ab ly y o u r e le c tr ic se r v ic e bill w ill b e a
little larger n e x t m o n th —b u t h o w e ls e co u ld
you get so m u ch co m fo rt and c o n v e n ie n c e fo r

•

ju st a few p e n n ie s a d a y ?

centra
M aine
POWER C O M P A N Y

D S M O

E

VICTOR
tU A G lE M

ASK TO HEAR THE NEW

A TW A TER KENT
$ 6 9 .8 0

J o h n A. K a r l & Co.
305 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 745-W
110S119

MTherw
L IN C O L N
23

Every-Otber-Day
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DO TOADS CAUSE WARTS?
the life-like figure of the American "Nowhere such a devious stream,
soldier. He's tall. He reveals the Save in fancy or in dream.” About
No
reputable scientist or medical
fatigue th a t is upon him from the Sebago it is Whitter in the "Funeral
Does R ev. H. F. H use, N orth trenches. A knapsack is upon his Tree of Sokosis" who describes it. authority believes th a t toads cause
back.. m
Hiss ru
rifle
is ui
in iuo
his uhand.
U
D
11 f
duck
ic u>
tu iu . nHe
c "Around Sebago’s lonely lake. There ’ warts, says The Pathfinder, notwithH aven r a s to r, le tl o t His jeans upon a large bronze cross. In lingers not a breeze to break, The I standing the time-honored popular
bronze letters is the legend, “Quiet mirror th a t its waters make.”
V acation ____
T rips
This section of Maine has a belief to the contrary. Most of the
they rest in this high hope serene
G ladys S t. C lair M organ
that we for whom they died shall characteristic Maine charm. From warts which occur on persons in later
(Sketch Number Four'
keep the fajth.” One is indeed dull Naples one looks up th e narrow life are caused by irritation. The cause
From Bingham over a first class who is not moved by this memorial j waters of Long Pond 14 miles to of the warts which appear on the
1road one comes down through Lake- and tribute, and who does not rever- the pretty little village of Harrison, hands of children is not so well under
stood. Such warts often come sudden
Mrs. Hazel Atwood, Mrs. Faith G. ists, Miss Patricia O'Connell soprano wood, Skowhegan, Hinckley and the ently bow and vow that God willing where a white church steeple, like ly, and sometimes in groups, and they
’ I Goodwill Homes. Waterville. 65 miles we will keep that faith and re-con- an angel's finger points us heavenBerry, Miss Mabel F. Lamb and Mrs. and Paul Cadieux. tenor. ’
are also frequently disappear suddenly.
Ruth E. Sanborn, representing the
Dr. Chapman although showing to Augusta. Ju st before you reach struct th e world in justice, character, jward.Beyond far to the north
j the White Mountainswith the crest
Rubinstein Club, and Miss Ruth the imprints of recent illnesses has Lakewood you come over a hill and good will and lasting world-peace.
One of the beautiful drives in \ of Washington crowning all,
Dondis of the Junior Harmony Club, lost none of his enthusiasm and fire. as you look northward you get a
_____
. . . .
brought back enthusiastic reports of He was full
ofr _______
plans for___________
the future magnificent view of the hill and Maine is from Augusta down through
Bridgton ten miles above Naples is
the annual convention of the Maine and showed in many ways th a t his I mountain regions that make Maine Auburn and Lewiston to Poland
Federation of Music Clubs at Cari canny brain was functioning as well | famous. One could spend hours in Spring. From this eminence one a beautiful town. Here is Bridgton
bou. The efficient manner in which as in days of yore when the Maine | looking upon the landscapes spread looks across Maine into New Harap Academy. Near by is Pleasant Lake,
shire where upon the horizon looms famous for its black bass. And again
the affair was managed and the Music Festival was in its heyday. He \ out and not grow weary,
Mount Washington. The hotel here Mount Pleasant from whose summit
charming hospitality of the Aroos was plainly moved when greeted by
Fair city by the river's side.
is no doubt the finest in Maine and are visible 50 lakes and ponds and
In which we all take Joy and pride
took people made a most favorable Rockland friends once more, and
Is Augusta.
in the A1 class of hotels anywhere. the Presidential Range of mountains
impression upon the visitors. The during his conversation with them
On crest of hill In marble white.
It's interesting to visit the original 0I- the Granite State.
formal program was interwoven with voiced the hope he always carries—to
The Capitol! A noble sight!
There's a lot to interest one in the spring from which has flowed the
several delightful social events, conduct a big chorus once more in
Back from Bridgton to Naples and
chief among which was a tea at the Maine in which his Rockland chorus Capitol building. There's the muse- water th a t has made Poland famous, then south over a tarvia road along
will
be
a
part
as
in
the
old
days.
um,
and
the
aquarium,
and
there's
and
a
stream
of
wealth
into
the
Aroostook Valley Country Club at
side the east shore of Sebago you
*’ **
the cupola to climb with its coni- pockets of its owners. It is beauti- come at the close of a perfect day
Fort Fairfield, whose club house is
Crockett's Ridge at Norway is sad- manding views of all the country fully housed. From a silver pump to the finest of the cities of Maine
located across the border while the
parking space is on the American dened. for Mellie Dunham. Maine's roundabout. In Augusta is the pa- operated by an attendant visitors and the East—Portland.
side. The scenery in this particular famous old-time fiddler,quaint and , latial Blaine mansion. And there’s are graciously served a glass of naFrom Portland you come home by
lovable, has been gathered to his for- the Augusta House, hotel de luxe.
ture's best. Nearby in another build- the way of good old Rockland. Upon
spot is very lovely.
bears.
The
little
man
who
was
al
The opening session w’as devoted
in the triangular space by the ing with appointments and attend- the North Haven enroute across the
chirruping,
humming
or Augusta House is the beautiful ants immaculate bottles by the bay to the Happy Isles one agrees
entirely to reports of officers. Mrs. ways
Guy P. Gannett. State president, pre whistling a jig as he went about his comiers' Monument, the memorial dozen are filled and placed upon a with the remark of a fellow trav
siding, was assisted by Mrs. S. Mer- | day's end tasks is going to be missed, to the men of the World W ar whoI moving belt to the boxing and ship- eler. as together we look landward:
ritt Farnum, first vice president. At not only in his own home town but went out from Augusta and was ping room.
"We have seen beautiful landscapes
this session Mrs. Berry as third vice in many towns and cities in the Pine given by Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Arriving at Naples about noon- but nothing that surpasses these
president and historian gave a "His- Tree State which he visited after be- Macomber. Upon a gray granite time one sees the little steamer that blue waters, these green isles, the
tory of the Federation.
At the ing brought into fame by Henry base there rests a large rectangular has just come ud from Sebago Lake, lovely hills of Rockland, and the
noonday luncheon, a
presidents' Ford, and where he always charmed granite siab. On the bronze tablet the Songo River and the Bay of superb Battie and Megunticook."
round table proved very interesting . everyone by his natural homely ways. jn front are the names of the heroic Naples, passing under the drawand profitable.
We recall him at the annual outing dead. On the tablet in back is the bridge, on the way to North Bridgton
Steamship tickets to all parts of
.
Three Quarter Century Club at lon„ )on„ jjSt of th e young men from and Harrison, at the extreme end of the world. We attend to all details
In the afternoon a report of the Camden this past summer where he Augusta who went out in response Long Pond. In going a distance of including passport and visa. Phone
National Biennial at San Francisco was constantly surrounded by ad- t0 their country's call to fight the five miles th e Songo or Snake River 675 for details. Robert & Veazie.
___Vre
.
...
. . . . .
.
_
was given by Mrs. Fred uP. ctavorts
Stevens, mirpr?
mirers.
battle of Democracy. On the top of as it is sometimes called makes 29 Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. LoveHe was born on July 29, 1853, at | the rectangular slab stands in bronze turns. Longfellow tells about it—j toy. Mgr
The outstanding feature was the ad
36-tf
dress by Miss Helen Snider, secretary Crockett Ridge his father being a
of Library and Programs Service of typical New Fngland farmer. At ’he
National Federation of Settlements age of 16 Mellie was already a fiddler,
of New York. Miss Snider, who is in playing for the old fashioned barn |
her early twenties was a very mag dances in his neighborhood. Never
netic speaker, and brought an inspir having taken a lesson on the violin, j
ing message to that group of women on his own admission, he could not
who at present are interested in the read music, but played by ear the
settlement question as pertaining to tunes th a t he had heard his grand
father whistling while doing the j
music.
In the evening the senior program chores around the farm.
Until
was presented. Mrs. Sanborn gave Henry Ford uncovered the musical
a group of Mana Zucca numbers— prowess of Mellie, his life had been
“Prelude,” "The Zouaves’ Drill." and farming and the making of snow
"Valse Brilliante." Her playing was shoes. In the latter occupation he ’
one of the high lights of the program attained brief fame when his hand- !
and her Rockland associates were made snowshoes carried Rear Advery very proud.
Mrs. Sanborn miral Robeit E. Peary and his band
s-oms particulars happy in Mana in their discovery of the North Pole.
Zucca's compositions, possibly be- He used the famous diamond weave I
cause they are personally acquainted, which soon gained universal accept- j
meeting in Florida when Mrs. San- ance. Mellie was more than 70 years
born was engaged in public school old when discovered by Henry Ford,
work in Miami. Mrs. Sanborn is and from th at time he and his fiddle
conceded to be one of the outstanding "brought more publicity to Maine
pianists in this vicinity. She is a than six governors.”
member of the Sigma Alpha Iota
The final years of his life were
Chapter, one of the two National marked by much sadness and trouble,
musical sororities, and other activi- A" series of financial reverses was clities in her busy life have included maxed by the burning of the ancesschool supervising, organizing and tral Dunham homestead in Norway
directing harmonica bands, teaching in March of last year. Since then
piano, composing, and club w’ork.
Mellie had been playing a t old fash• • * •
ioned dances throughout the State.
Other clubs represented on the despite his failing health, in an effort
senior program were Schumann of to recoup his shattered fortune.
Bangor; Chopin of Westbrook; HarOur sympathy goes to Gram who
mony of Lincoln; Rossini of Port- through sunshine and shadow re
land; Ethelbert Nevin of Sanford- mained his loyal loving companion.
Springvale; MacDowell of Portland; She will be lonely.
and Marston of Portland. Lucille j
. . . .
Potter Lavin of Portland State conThe all-star Community Concert
test winner. 1931, contributed several series for this winter for Portland is
songs, enrapturing her hearers by her now assured by the success of the
gorgeous voice, compared by the drive for subscriptions which ended
Never before in Radio History have you been offered
Rockland attendants to that of Galli- Sept. 23. and the five great artists
Curci. Her songs were “Nina" by will appear as scheduled at the Citv
such amazing values as in the 1932 Philco Radios. A
Pergolesi. “Oh, Quand je dors" by \ Hall auditorium: Robert Goldsand,
Liszt, “The Russian Nightingale" by sensational pianist Nov. 27; Sophie
line of Radios which is continually outselling all other
Alabieff-Liebling, and "Una voce Braslau, well known contralto. Jan.
makes on the market today. A line of Radios com
poco fa" by Rossini. A guest artist 11; Lawrence Tibbett, famous bariwas Miss Ruth Tripp of the Rhode tone and screen star, March 22
plete in every detail, supreme in quality, meriting the
Island
Federated
Music Clubs, Mischa Elman, noted violinist, April
brought to Caribou by Mrs. George 15; and Lily Pons, hailed as the out
pride of their thoughtful owners!
Hail of Providence, president of the standing singer of the present day.
Plymouth District. Miss Tripp dis May 20.
Philco’s amazing rise to leadership in the industry is
played finished technique.
ALASKA A GOLD MINE
Mme. Cora Richmond of Sanford
known everywhere. Now is the time to take ad
always arcuses profound admira
When the United States paid Russia
tion for the splendid students she $7,200,000 for Alaska just 63 years ago
vantage of this exceptional opportunity and purchase
has presented on Federation pro we really got a gold mine. Since gold
a brand new 1932 Philco. Just note some of the out
grams. and again this year she had was discovered at Juneau in 1880 that
another talented pupil on tap—Miss territory has produced some $400.standing values offered here!
Elaine Blouin who sang "Pace, Pace" 000,000 of gold while copper and silver
from “La Forza del destino" in quite have brought the yield from minerals
a wonderful manner. The Ethel up to more than $600,000,000. Alaska
bert Nevin Club is to have an ex is rich in minerals. The Geological
change program with the Rubinstein Survey estimates the value of the
Club here in Rockland in November placer gold reserve there a t nearly
and all are hoping th a t Miss Blouin $400,000,000 not to mention the gold
■will be one of the artists brought.
in veins th at cannot be estimated. All
Saturday was given over to the summer Geological Survey parties
juniors, but as the Rockland folks have been in Alaska exploring for gold
had to leave before noon, they were and other minerals. They report the
not able to attend any of the fea discovery of exceptional deposits of
tures other than a portion of the gold as well as other im portant min
junior program on which Ruth eral finds in Central and Southern
Dondis played "Butterfly,” by Lava- Alaska. And so Alaska pays and pays.
lee, and “Etude Characteristique," by
Wollenhaupt. She played beauti
fully and won large applause. Gift
VALUABLE
ed with musical talent from child
For Colds, Coughs,
hood days. Miss Dondis has forged
Sprains, Bruises,
BALANCED SU PERH ETER O D Y N E
ahead considerably under instruction
I Burns, Chilblains
from Ruth Turner George of Thom
The radio sensation of the year! Small in size but a
aston, and her playing Saturday was
P rep a red b y N o r w a y M e d ic in e C o .N o r w a y , Via.
giant in performance! Includes the extra-power pen
a distinct credit to her teacher and
Y O U R M O N EY R E F U N D E D
tode tube, new electro-dynamic speaker, genuine
the Junior Harmony Club which she I f it fa ils to benefit you w hen used as d irec te d on
1932 Seven Tube
th e in sid e w rap n e r *E’" ’ ib o ttle .S o ld b y a ll dealers
represented.
American walnut cabinet, tone control, and illumi

W IT H F L U E N T PEN

THE REALM OF MUSIC

j This fact, coupled with the simple
1analogy between the warty appear
ance of toads and th e existence of
w arts on the hands of children who
like to play with toads, probably gave
rise to the belief that handling toads
1causes warts on the hands. The skin of
the toad secretes a poison which acts
as a violent irritant to the eyes and
mouth, but Tiot to the skin of man.
Medical scientists have observed that
susceptibility to warts in childhood
I seems to run in certain families and
is apparently hereditary to some ex
ten t a t least.

WHAT IS A GIGOLO?
i
"Gigolo” is a slang word of French
origin meaning a man who lives on a
woman's money or a man whom she
pays to escort her to places oi amuse
ment and to dance with her while
patronizing public tea rooms, hotels,
restaurants or night clubs. The French
pronunciation of the word may be in
dicated thus, "Zhee-go-lo." In English
it is usually pronounced “Jig-o-lo.”
Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here
a fte r—a'dv.
8-tf

A THRIFT LESSON!
One of the greatest sources of
th rift knowledge is a savings
bank book. On its pages are
recorded the results of your
desire to get ahead. In dol
lars and cents, the figures tell
whether you will be a success
or a failure In life. Start your
children saving young! Save
something each week yourself!

R O C K L A N D S A V IN G S B A N K
Rockland, Me.

a t E A S T E R N ’S

TH E M O S T
E X C E P T IO N A L VA LU ES
IN R A D IO H I S T O R Y !

S E N S A T IO N A L

T E R M S
To make it still easier to own a new 1932 Philco
we offer THE EASIEST TERMS IN THE
CITY. Small down payment and the balance
to suit your pocketbook.
$2.00 down.

A

BIG D E M A N D !

1 9 3 2 S even Tube B A B Y G R A N D
w ith th e new P en tod e Tube!

■ PHILCO •

»• • *

*»*•

The officers for the next season are
th e same, among them being Mrs.
Berrv as third vice president: Miss
Caroline Littlefield as one of the di
rectors; Mrs. Gladys Morgan as
chairman of publicity for Eastern
Maine.

HIGHBOY

NEW !
W e are offering today a
n ew and rem arkably
effective

ELECTRIC HEATER
Fully Guaranteed

A totally new dom e and
barrel type— ■'
G ives heat in every
direction
H andsom e
Efficient
Economical
and
M oderately Priced

$6.95
See O ne and O w n O ne!

Thursday evening preceding the
opening of the convention, the Rock
land people attended the Aroostook
County Festival and had the pleas
ure of greeting William Rogers
Telephone 980
Chapman who was there to conduct
the chorus of about 50 singers and to 313-319 MAIN ST., RO CK LA ND
present two delightful New York art- ■

Stonington F urniture
Co.

An exquisite cabinet mode!
equipped with the new pen
tode tube, tone control, m ar
velous new electro-dynamic
speaker and illuminated sta
tion recording dial. Another
tremendous VALUE!

$

65

.7 5

COMPLETE
with 7 tubes

We Carry a Complete Line of
Balanced Superheterodyne
5-Tube, 7-Tube, 9-Tube
and 11-Tube Philcos

Y E A R TO P A Y !

You need a Philco Balanced Superhetero
dyne to meet the present-day crowded
broadcasting conditions. The complete
line of 5-tube, 7-tube, 9-tuhe and 11-tube
models range in price from $36.50 to
$295.00, complete with Philco Balanced
Tubes.

.................. so come early and
make your selection for
Immediate Delivery !

The presence of Mrs. Hail, presi
dent of the Plymouth District, is al
ways an event in itself. Few women
have the enthusiasm Mrs. Hail
possesses; and best of all, it is sound
practical enthusiasm. Mrs. Hail sev
eral months ago was severely injured
in an accident when both of her legs
were broken. Though many weeks
have passed she still goes about with
a cane and has to wear an iron
brace on one leg. While it is difficult
for her to get about, she made the
trip from Providence to Caribou, and
was on hand for all the sessions of
the Federation giving out her enthu
siasm on all sides. She is treasured
by the Federation.
The Rockland people were sorry to
miss Nellie L. McCann's address on
Saturday morning. Miss McCan” ,
national chairman of Pageantry and
Dancing, and editor of the Appogiatura, is one of the outstanding
figures in musical work for Juniors
in the State.

Terms as low as

1932 Nine Tube

nated station recording dial.

HIGHBOY

95

COMPLETE
with 7 tubes
1932 Nine Tube
BABY GRAND

Greatest of all small radios. Equipped
with long distance switch, four-point
tone control and other features.
Beautiful American walnut cabinet.

$

69

.5 0

COMPLETE with 9 tubes

A beautiful creation. Includes
four-point tone control, over
size electro-dynamic speaker,
long distance switch, and
illuminated station recording
dial. An outstanding value!

$

109

.7 5

COMPLETE
with 9 tubes

Ask to See the New
5-Tube T. R. F.’s and
Note Their Extraordinary
Low Price Performance

